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Foreword 
Welcome to the Water Atlas of Utah web pages! The atlas contains information on 
Utah's water history, climate, weather, topography, evaporation, water sources, water 
use, and water quality. The information is not merely a compilation of statistical data. 
Rather, it is an arrangement and display of information derived from statistical data and 
presented in a meaningful format of value to a wide variety of interested users. Charts 
and figures allow visualization of the seasonal and geographic variations in the 
important elements of climate and water. Planners, professionals, students, and decision 
makers of all kinds will find the atlas instructive and useful. 

Over the years, many federal and state agencies, as well as private contractors, have 
provided information for the Water Atlas of Utah including the Office of the State 
Climatologist, State Division of Water Resources, U.S. Geological Survey, Utah 
Geological Survey, State Division of Water Rights, Bureau of Water Pollution Control, 
Utah Division of Wildlife Resources, Division of Parks and Recreation. This 
publication is an update of the out-of-print "Hydrologic Atlas in Utah" published in 
1968 by the Utah Water Research Laboratory (UWRL) and the Utah Division of Water 
Resources. 

We welcome your comments and contributions! 

Dr. Ronald C. Sims 
Director 
Utah Water Research Laboratory 
Utah State University 
Logan, UT 84322-8200 
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Introduction 
When the first settlers took up residence in what is now the State of Utah, they 
understood little about old Mother Nature. They knew that the Great Basin region was 
generally arid. They were anxious to learn about the climate and hydrology of the 
region as these factors would dictate their approach to obtaining shade, shelter, and 
food. Since they intended to establish permanent homes, they knew they must "play it 
safe" or perish. Their expectations and aspirations could be interrupted or dashed by 
vagaries of weather, climate, and water supply. 

As the advance party of Mormon settlers made a crude dam on City Creek in late July 
of 1847 (to irrigate newly planted potatoes), they had little idea as to the occurrence of 
killing frosts in the fall and the chances of producing a harvestable crop. Nor in their 
contemplation of possible use of streamflow for powering grist mills and saw mills, did 
they know whether nearby canyon streams would be flashy or ephemeral. They knew 
that they would have to supplement rainfall with irrigation, and that these canyon 
streams would be crucial in this process. Yet, they had little idea of how many people a 
given stream would support; how much land a particular stream might irrigate; or what 
kind of "rationing" schemes might be needed to alleviate potential problems of water 
shortage. With a very scant data base, the settlers began to build and develop. 

Drawing of early irrigation canal (1865). 

Old diaries indicate that the winter of 1848 was not a severe one. The spring was mild 
with plentiful rain. Had not a serious cricket infestation occurred, the weather and 
climate were favorable for an abundant harvest. The following year brought heavy 
snowfall from the first part of December until the end of February with cold days often 
below zero. As the previous winter had been relatively mild, the settlers were 
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unprepared for such cold weather and reported much suffering. The thaw during the 
ensuing spring was said to have affected the stability of many adobe homes. But the 
harvest of 1849 was reported to be "a bountiful one". 

Each season and each year provided a bit more information about extremes and 
variations. As the years went by, and experience along with measurement information 
began to accumulate, the settlers became steadily more proficient in their settlement 
adaptations. 

This historical prologue is to suggest that people in any generation and whatever their 
demographic surroundings seek comfortable and healthy lifestyles under existing 
regimes of climate and hydrology. The better their informational base, the more 
effectively they can locate, orient, and build desired infrastructure. The successful 
occupation and use of Utah's varied landscapes have been through adaptations to 
climate and water conditions. Wind, storm, and flood phenomena can raise havoc with 
infrastructure and commercial activity if designs are based on flimsy and inaccurate 
information. 

Extrapolations of weather, climate, and water yields from streams are complicated by 
the extreme topographic variations. Temperature, precipitation, and vegetative patterns 
in Utah are quite different within short spatial distances. The interrelation between the 
cool, humid, mountain areas and the warm arid valleys becomes a guide and a 
determinant to the location of communities, farms, state and national parks, industries, 
etc. 

Old Newton Dam (aerial) from the south (1940s). 

As might be expected, water availability is highly correlated with population 
concentrations in Utah. While other factors are important also, the increasing number of 
residences and summer homes; the expansion of recreational opportunities; and the 
advances and modifications of commercial, agricultural, and industrial enterprises all 
seek hydro-climatic validation. Continued social change is accompanied by heavy 
capital investment. Characteristics of climate and hydrology impose significant risks on 
thes~ investments. To minimize these risks, the variability and extremes or"precipitation 
and streamflow are helpful to know. "Risk-based" analyses require knowledge about 
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the magnitude and frequency of occurrence of hydro-climatic events. Such information 
becomes the "design loading" for the structures needed to store, convey, and treat 
water for particular uses. The providing of an adequate, safe, and dependable water 
supply is the objective and responsibility of water managers regardless of purpose 
involved. 

Credits 
Text from Dr. Jay Bagley, Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah State University, 1997. 

Drawing of early irrigation canal (1865). Utah State Historical Society. Courtesy of Special Collections, Merrill Library, 
Utah State University, Logan, UT. 

Photo ofOid Newton Dam (1940s). CourtesyofSpecial Collections, Merrill Library, Utah State University, Logan, UT. 
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Groundwater Use 
Groundwater use has a long history in the state. By 1850, just three years after the first 
settlers came to Utah, ground water was being used; wells from this time period are 
still on record with the Division of Water Rights. These wells were small-diameter 
artesian or hand-dug wells that provided water for households, stock, and some farming 
purposes. 

Utahns continued to use ground water to aid in settlement. Many of the early wells 
were dug by hand, and water was brought to the surface by a bucket. Others were 
small-diameter flowing wells of various depths for which a pipe was jetted with water 
pressure into the ground. In the 1930s and 1940s, technology became available that 
made deep, large bore wells significantly less expensive. As a result, farmers, 
households, cities, and industries began using ground water more intensely after this 
time. 

Men metering an artesian weD (probably in Garland, Utah). 

The map on the next page shows the increase in the number of wells drilled. The 
increase is shown in 20-year increments by administrative area. Groundwater use was 
an idea that was not used concurrently around the state. The heavily settled areas were 
the first to use ground water in large quantities. The time periods when entire areas first 
started to extensively use ground water are shown by the sudden increase in the number 
of wells. The number of new wells being drilled has leveled off or started to decline in 
almost all areas of the state. Factors include: 

Many groundwater basins are fully appropriated. The State Engineer has closed many 
areas of the state to new applications to protect the rights of the present users. (See the 
"Groundwater Appropriation Policies" in the Water Law and Administration section.) 

The economic return on q~w wells is not sufficient to justify the high costs of drilling 
and/ or operation. · 
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The areas of known groundwater reserves are shown on the map on the next page. The map and its 
accompanying table show that ground water has been used heavily in Utah, but that use has been 
concentrated in areas where there are many competitive uses for water (agricultural, municipal, and 
industrial), or where the natural flow of surface water in streams and river is not sufficient to support 
water needs and uses. 

Credits 
Text and Wells Drilled map from John Harvey, Water History in Utah. Master's thesis, Utah State University, Logan, UT, 
1985. Update, 1989 

Data from Ground-Water Conditions in Utah, prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey, in cooperation with the State of 
Utah's Department ofNatural Resources. 

Photo of men metering an artesian well. Courtesy of Special Collections, Merrill Library, Utah State University, Logan, UT. 
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Major Areas of Groundwater 
Development in Utah 

Area 
Principal Type of 

Water-Bearing Rocks 
Grouse Creek Valley Unconsolidated 
Park Valley Unconsolidated 
Curlew Valley Unconsolidated and Consolidatea 
Malad-Lower Bear River Valle) Unconsolidated 
Cache Valley Unconsolidated 
Bear Lake Valley Unconsolidated 
Upper Bear River Valley Unconsolidated 
Ogden Valley Unconsolidated 
East Shore Area Unconsolidated 
Salt Lake Valley Unconsolidated 
Tooele Valley Unconsolidated 
Dugway Area Unconsolidated 
Skull Valley Unconsolidated 
Old River Bed Unconsolidated 
!Cedar Valley, Utah County Unconsolidated 
Utah and Goshen Valleys Unconsolidated 
!Heber Valley Unconsolidated 
!Duchesne River Area Unconsolidated and Consolidated 
Vernal Area Unconsolidated and Consolidated 
i(;anpete Valley Unconsolidated and Consolidated 
Vuab Valley Unconsolidated 
"{;entral Sevier Valley Unconsolidated 
Upper Sevier Valleys Unconsolidated 
Upper Fremont River Valley Unconsolidated and Consolidatea 
lfavant Valley Unconsolidated and Consolidatea 
i(;evier Desert Unconsolidated 
i(;nake Valley Unconsolidated 
'Milford Area Unconsolidated 
I1Jeaver Valley Unconsolidated 
'Monticello Area Consolidated 
!Blanding Area Consolidated 
!Parowan Valley Unconsolidated and Consolidatea 
Cedar Valley, Iron County Unconsolidated 
!Beryl-Enterprise Area Unconsolidated 
Central Virgin River Area Unconsolidated and Consolidatea 
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Agricultural Land Use 
Utah has a history of irrigation that predates settlement. The agricultural land use map 
to the right illustrates the increase in Utah's irrigated farmland. The map also shows the 
areas presently irrigated and the potentially irrigable acreage. The irrigated acreage 
rapidly increased during the early years of settlement, and continued to expand until the 
mid 1930s. 

Agri cui tural 
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Fanner flood irrigating in North Logan, Utah (1902). 

The first serious decline in acreage occurred towards the end of the great depression, 
due to farmers facing stable production costs and receiving falling commodity prices. 
The decline reversed during World War II, farm income increased, and farmers could 
afford to irrigate more acreage. In more recent years, the impact of a growing 
population is evident. Significant quantities of farmland are located in areas affected by 
urbanization. Since 1965, irrigated land has decreased by 266,299 acres, principally 
because of urban encroachment. The Wasatch Front Counties of Davis, Salt Lake, 
Utah, and Weber account for 35% of the decrease in irrigated farmland. 

Fanners plowing irrigation ditches (1940). 

Credits 
Text from John Harvey, Water History in Utah. Master's thesis, Utah State University, Logan, UT, 1985. Update, 1989. 

Agricultural land use map from Developing a State Water Plan, Utah's Water Resources- Problems and Needs- A 
Challenge. Utah State University, Logan, UT, and Utah Water and Power Board, Salt Lake City, UT, March 1963, p. 22. 

Photo ofNorth Logan tanner flood irrigating, 1902. Part of first USDA experiments in irrigation. Courtesy of Special 
Collections, Merrill Library, Utah State University, Logan, UT. 

Photo of tanners plowing irrigation ditches, 1940. Library of Congress. Courtesy of Special Collections, Merrill Library, 
Utah State University, Logan, UT. 
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Institutional Framework of Water 
Development 
Water management requires an organizational framework to address financing needs, 
develop plans/designs, oversee construction of projects, and to operate and maintain 
the completed works. From the settlement period to the present day, users of water and 
water-related services have organized and reorganized as necessary to maintain 
efficient and effective water service for a changing society. 

The pattern of early settlement in Utah (characterized by widely dispersed 
communities) was conducive to local cooperative arrangements in the provision and 
management of water. Consequently, the predominant "enterprise" organization 
adopted by the settlers was a corporate form in which individual entitlements to water 
were represented by shares of stock in the company. This organizational norm for the 
planning, financing, construction, and operation of irrigation canal systems was 
instrumental in the rapid establishment of a viable ag-economic base in early Utah. 
During the first 18 years of settlement, 277 irrigation canals were built allowing water 
to be supplied to 154,000 acres of land. Within the next two decades, those numbers 
had more than doubled under the aegis of these privately owned and operated irrigation 
companies. Their suitability for the need identified and their durability as an 
organizational entity are evidenced by the fact that nearly 1,000 Mutual Irrigation 
Companies are still in operation today in Utah. They own and manage the greatest 
portion of Utah's manageable supply. 

Over time, some of these irrigation companies have been engulfed in urbanization 
processes. In such instances, it has been common for developers, cities, and industries 
to purchase shareholder water rights and transfer the water to a new use. Such changes 
in use--sometimes resulting in the dissolution of the irrigation company-- are voluntary. 
Eminent domain authorities have never been exercised in the acquisition of irrigation 
water by municipalities in Utah. In a few instances, irrigation companies themselves 
have converted over to municipal water service under permission and auspices of the 
Public Utilities Commission. And some of these have,_ in turn, been purchased and 
absorbed into larger public water supply systems. 

The achievement of statehood in 1897, and the dawning of a new century, coincided 
with growing agitation for governmental involvement in water development projects. 
Storage reservoirs were considered to be key to major expansion of irrigation and for 
adding protection against drought periods. Utah began some significant organizational 
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thrusts, with the general aim of encouraging more irrigation opportunities through the 
development of reservoir storage potentials. A Board ofLand Commissioners was 
formed to administer a Land Grant Reservoir Fund. Four projects were initiated under 
state sponsorship with great faith in the economic stimulation that would be the 
inevitable result. Unfortunately, these early state initiatives lacked economic viability. 
A Water Conservation Commission was created in 1909 and a Utah Water Storage 
Commission in 1921. The organizational changes going on during this period reflected 
the general desire to initiate new projects, broaden/strengthen the state presence in 
water development considerations, and to foster a close working relationship with the 
federal Reclamation Service created in 1902. 

Participation in federal programs during the 20th century gave impetus to the creation 
of other organizational entities in Utah--both at state and sub-state government levels. 
Among those most prominent are the Metropolitan Water District and the Water 
Conservancy District. These institutions contrast with the existing old-line irrigation 
companies as previously described in that they are public, authorized to levy ad 
valorem taxes on all property within their boundaries, and they may provide water for 
any and all purposes. The taxing feature (where delinquencies become a lien on 
property) provides added security for meeting debt obligations that may be incurred by 
the district. Taxing also provides a mechanism for allocating some costs to "indirect" 
beneficiaries. 

The Metropolitan Water District Act was passed into law in 1935 in anticipation of 
water to be supplied from Bureau of Reclamation storage projects on the Provo River. 
This was followed by the enactment of the Water Conservation District Act in 1941, in 
anticipation of other reservoir projects under consideration by the same agency. 

Only a small number ofMetropolitan Water Districts (MWDs) were established in 
Utah--all in the late 1930s. The Salt Lake City MWD has played a large role in the 
acquisition and wholesale distribution of water primarily in Salt Lake County. It 
remains active today. Other MWDs were organized in Utah County by communities in 
the northern part of the county. Except for the Provo MWD, Utah County MWDs have 
been rather passive to this point in time. On the other hand, where Water Conservancy 
Districts (WCDs) have been organized, they have generally become major players in 
the development and marketing of water. The first WCDs formed in Utah had their 
genesis in a strong tie to Bureau of Reclamation projects as they expected to acquire 
and distribute the water developed therefrom. Some of the more recently created 
WCDs were energized by state-sponsored developments. Water Conservancy Districts 
in Utah vary greatly in size--being commonly organized along county or multi-county 
boundaries. Water Conservancy Sub-districts are sometimes initiated within a larger 
WCD. Water Conservation Districts are proving to be a durable framework in Utah's 
water management infrastructure. 
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Look at the map below to see the locations of water conservancy districts and 
municipal water districts in Utah. 

Water Conservancy Districts and Certain Other Public Water Districts 
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Another kind of district organization has also found utility in special situations in Utah, 
the Special Improvement District. This organizational form has been adopted where 
there is a need to improve or upgrade a specific water service--generally drinking water 
or wastewater disposal. The geographic bounds of such districts are rather tightly 
drawn to include only those actually connected to the identified service. 

While the project-building momentum of the Bureau ofReclamation influenced the 
creation of the "water purveying" kinds of organizations described above, its activities 
also spurred state-level organizational responses as well. The massive and ambitious 
development programs of the Bureau on the Colorado River, for example, 
contemplated many storage projects in the several states that comprise the large basin. 
Thus, Utah water leaders saw the need to provide an interstate collaborative and 
coordinative dimension to its water administration. 
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The examination and prioritization of project potentials on a multi-state basis and the 
associated need to determine water apportionments and hydropower allocations 
between participating states required an interstate negotiating element not then 
established in state organization. And although the "multi-state" "big-project" thrust 
grabbed the headlines, Utahns also sensed a need to augment, improve, and upgrade 
existing water management systems and to examine the viability of a class of 
smaller-scale projects outside the purview of the federal Bureau ofReclamation. 

Utah's institutional response to the foregoing concerns was the creation of a Utah 
Water and Power Board in 194 7. This agency was given mandate and authority to 
represent Utah in water matters of an interstate nature and to provide the nexus for 
inter-state and inter-governmental negotiations/agreements. The Utah Water and Power 
Board was also provided with a modest construction fund to offer financial and 
technical aid for the benefit of existing water entities. Periodic infusions of lending 
capital via legislative appropriations along with permission to sell state bonds have 
provided substantial financing for hundreds of small- and medium-sized project 
initiatives. The Utah Water and Power Board was given added responsibility in 1965 to 
begin more comprehensive statewide water resources planning activity. 

A general reorganization of state government in the 1970s placed the activities of the 
Utah Water and Power Board under a newly created Department ofNatural Resources 
and changed its name to the Division of Water Resources. The activities of the State 
Engineer were also transferred to this department and it became the Division of Water 
Rights. Other agencies brought under the same department include the Division of 
Wildlife Resources and the Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation. 

Programs and activities related to drinking water and wastewater management are 
presently within the Department of Environmental Quality. Of course, the basic 
responsibility for domestic water supply and wastewater management resides in the 
individual cities and towns. Whether a hamlet, city, or a metropolitan composite, each 
entity meets its responsibility to provide adequate, safe, and dependable service 
through organizational structures adapted to the particular situation. 

Footnote/Post Script 

Perhaps it deserves mention that the conceptualization and testing of the "district" kind 
of organization goes back to the 1860s in Utah. An enabling act by the Territorial 
Legislature authorized the creation of Irrigation Districts with the taxing feature on real 
property within its bounds. Justification for this kind of organization was the same as 
has been noted above for "modem-day" districts. Many irrigation districts were formed 
during the latter part of the 19th century--commonly as replacements of existing Mutual 
Irrigation Companies. Only one or two remain in operation today functioning very 
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much like their predecessor organization. The demise of irrigation districts relates to 
judicial determinations of that period about how directly and absolutely benefits to 
property owners had to relate to taxes levied. Where a close relation is required, there 
is little to distinguish an Irrigation District from a Mutual Irrigation Company. Hence, 
practically all irrigation districts reverted back to the irrigation company status they 
originally enjoyed. Judicial interpretations in the 20th century with emphasis on the 
"public" nature of districts (thus blurring the point of tax-point of benefit relation), 
together with an imbalanced petitioning process that favored the "for" position, led to 
adoption of districts (i.e., Water Conservation Districts) in most western states. 
Generally, their formation has been sparked by the construction of a Bureau of 
Reclamation project. 

Credits 
Text from Dr. Jay Bagley, Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah State University, Logan, UT, 1997. 

Water Conservancy Districts and Certain Other Public Water Districts map from Department ofNatural Resources, Division 
ofWater Resources, 1989/90. 
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References for Water History Chapter 
History Department 
College ofHumanities, Arts, and Social Sciences 
Utah State University 
Logan, UT 84322-0710 
WWW site: http://www.usu.edu/~history/index.htm 

Department ofNatural Resources 
Division of Water Resources 
1636 W. North Temple, Suite 310 
Salt Lake City, UT 84116-3156 
WWW site: http://www.nr.state.ut.us/ 

Utah Water Research Laboratory 
College ofEngineering 
Utah State University 
Logan, UT 84322-8200 
WWW site: http://www.engineering.usu.edu/uwrl/ 
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Introduction 
Climate determines the kinds of clothes we wear, the type of homes we build, the size 
of furnace we install, the types of transportation vehicles we buy, the kinds of 
recreation we choose, and the species of plants we grow. 

Climate is frequently defined as weather accumulated over a long period of time. This 
may include long-term averages, extremes, seasonal distributions, and other statistics of 
such weather elements as temperature, precipitation, snowfall, and evaporation. 
Variables that cannot be measured directly--such as length of the freeze-free season or 
evapotranspiration--are frequently calculated from measured elements and used in 
designating climate . 

..-- Utah's climate is highly variable. In extreme southwestern Utah, the temperature regime 
will allow cotton, ornamental citrus, and palm trees to be grown with irrigation. In 
northeastern Utah, the higher mountains are above timberline where temperatures may 
drop below freezing any day of the year. 

Utah's diverse climate results from large contrasts in weather. The weather differences, 
in turn, are caused by extreme variations in terrain and its interaction with storms. A 
brief description of storm systems that affect Utah and the state's principal topographic 
features follows. Interactions of these two factors and their effects on individual 
climatic elements are presented with maps. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



Most winter precipitation is associated with frontal storms that form in the Gulf of 
Alaska and move across Utah from the west or northwest. As storms are lifted in 
passing over mountain ranges, they intensify and precipitation increases. Conversely, 
they weaken as they descend eastern slopes. 

During summer, warm air moves across Utah from the south. When moisture from off 
the west coast of southern California or the Gulf of Mexico is pumped into this air, 
thunderstorms develop and produce intense local showers. Summer precipitation is 
highly variable. 

Another source of precipitation in Utah is a large-scale low-pressure system known as 
a closed low aloft, or when elongated, as a trough aloft. These low pressure 
systems--large enough to cover most of the state with clouds and precipitation--may 
occur anytime during the year but are most frequent in the spring and fall. The systems 
travel in a general easterly direction guided by the jet stream flow. 

Credits 
Cloud and stonn photos. CourtesyofNCAR, Boulder, CO. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Physiographic Provinces 
Utah's three major physiographic provinces are divided into sections--Basin and Range 
(Great Basin), Rocky Mountain (Uinta Mountains and Wasatch Mountains), and 
Colorado Plateau (Uinta Basin, Canyonlands, and High Plateaus). 
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The Great Basin section is a broad flat basin punctuated by mountains or small 
mountain ranges that rise abruptly from the rather flat valley floor. Some summits 
exceed 10,000 feet. 

The Uinta Mountains--the only major east-west mountain range in North America--are 
about 150 miles long and 30 miles wide. Glacial depressions have filled with water to 
form nearly 1,500 tiny lakes. Numerous peaks tower above the lakes--24 peaks exceed 
13,000 feet. 

The Wasatch Mountain summits generally range from 9,000 to 10,000 feet. These 
mountains are impressive because summits lie mostly along the western flank of the 
range. Thus, peaks rise abruptly as much as 5,000 to 7,000 feet above the bench lands. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



Wasatch Mountains, Utah. 

The Uinta Basin--whose central portion is generally 5,000 to 5,500 feet--is bounded on 
the north by the Uinta Mountains. To the south, the Roan and Book Cliffs rise to more 
than 9, 000 feet. 

In the Canyonlands section, stream erosion has carved canyons as deep as 2,000 feet 
below the surrounding plateau surfaces. Igneous intrusions have formed some 
mountains with peaks over 11,000 feet. Most of the drainage flows into Lake Powell, 
which has a maximum elevation of3,700 feet. 

Mountain Bikers. Needles Overlook, 
Canyonlands National Park, Utah. 

The High Plateau section is a series of gently rolling plateaus separated by north-south 
valleys. The west edge breaks sharply into the Great Basin via faults; and at the south, 
the sections end with impressive cliffs. At the margins are colorful badlands such as 
Bryce Canyon and Cedar Breaks. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Credits 
Base map (Fall, 1976). U.S. Department of Agriculture, Aerial Photograph Field Office. Mosaic ofLandsat Sciences. (9 x 7 
1/2 color print). Salt Lake City, UT. 

Physiographic Provinces: After Don R. Murphy ( 1981 ). Physiographic Provinces. In (Deon C. Greer, Ed.) Atlas of Utah, 
Weber State University, Ogden, UT. 

Photos of Bryce Canyon National Parf and Needles Overlook. Courtesy ofUtah Travel Council, Salt Lake City, UT. 
Photographer: Frank Jensen. 

Photo of Wasatch Mountains. Courtesy ofUtah Travel Council, Salt Lake City, UT. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Hydrologic Cycle 
About three-fourths of the earth's surface is covered with 
oceans. The sun evaporates ocean water into overlying air 
as invisible water vapor. Atmospheric circulation 
sometimes carries this moisture-laden air large distances 
before cooling causes the vapor to condense, form clouds, 
and eventually descend to the earth as raindrops or 
snowflakes. Most of the precipitation lands on the vast 
oceans. Of that which falls on the continents, much 

.. ,f.: 

returns to the oceans by way of streams and rivers or underground flow through porous 
soil layers. 

The process of water completing the "round trip" of evaporating from the ocean, 
circulating through the atmosphere as a gas, condensing to a liquid, and returning to the 
ocean is called the hydrologic cycle. Water sometimes takes "short cuts." For example, 
some water that falls on continents is evaporated from soil surfaces or transpired 
through plant leaves. Water also evaporates from streams and lakes. Some underground 
water returns to the earth's surface through wells or springs. 

The hydrologic cycle performs two important functions. It is nature's way of producing 
fresh water from saline oceans. Second, the hydrologic cycle redistributes fresh water. 
If evaporated ocean water were not moved to continents, most of our land masses 
would be deserts. 

It is obvious that the hydrologic cycle affects precipitation, but it is less obvious that 
the cycle also influences temperatures. In areas of considerable moisture, much of the 
sun's energy is used to evaporate water. In dry areas, that energy is converted to heat 
causing surface and air temperatures to rise. 

-
DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 

assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



Measurement 
An area's climate i~ defmed by long-term averages, extremes, seasonal distributions, 
and other weather statistics To determine an area's climate, records of weather 
elements must be kept for network of measurement stations. 

Map 1 shows the locations the Utah Climate Center hourly 
network. This network, was established in 1986, consists 
of 63 remote, automated stations that transmit hourly 
and daily data which are to a computer in real-time 
via satellite, radio, and The measured elements 
include air and soil , precipitation, wind speed and 
direction, relative humidity and solar radiation. 

Map 2 identifies the N ........ ·'"' •~uu.J. Weather 
Service climatological This 
network, first established 1981, 
consists of about 200 

temperatures, precipitation, snowfall, 
and depth of snow on the 
About 4 percent of the 
measure evaporation, and 
percent record soil 

Map 2 -NM..a w.l:lw Senice 
Oimai:GI ... s.dGnS 

Map 1-UU Clilule Center 
Raaate He.ty 5bdiGnS 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



Map 3 shows the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and 
Forest Service network ofRemote Automated Weather 
Stations (RAWS) which was established to monitor fire 
weather (i.e., the potential for development of forest and 
range fires). The first RAWS stations were established in the 
late 1970s, but data were not generally archived until 1982. 
Hourly measurements are made of air and fuel temperatures, 
precipitation, wind, and humidity. Part of the 50 stations in 
the network measure atmospheric pressure, and a few stations 
measure soil temperature and soil moisture potential. 

Map 4 depicts the Soil Conservation Service snow network, 
which was established in the early 1930s. Snow depth and 
water content measurements are taken by Soil Conservation 
Service personnel during monthly visits. In the 1980s, most of 
the snow courses were replaced by automated Snow Telemetry 
(SNOTEL) stations. Network stations are equipped with snow 
pillows, thermometers, and rain gages to monitor water content 
of snow cover, air temperature, and precipitation. Some 
stations also measure wind, soil temperature, and soil moisture. 

Data from these networks are summarized and distributed to 
the public by the Utah Climate Center, Utah State University, 
Logan, UT. 

Credits 
Utah Climate Center, Utah State University, Logan, UT. 

Map 3- BUot .nt~ F.-est Ser¥ice 
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DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



The graphs below show monthly temperatures and precipitation 
(1951-1980) for Utah's climatic divisions shown on the map to 
the right. Values for .......... ,, ..... n,,.,..., elements for a division are obtained by 
averaging climatic for all climate stations within the 
division. A question that arise is: "Why have climate divisions; 
why not just use a state 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



Climatic events are not confined by state boundaries. For example, a drought can 
spread over northern Utah, southern Idaho, and southern Wyoming; but southern Utah 
can be experiencing a wet spell that extends into the Four Comers area. Averaged over 
the state, moisture conditions are normal; but a state average is not meaningful to those 
in either wet or drought areas. 

There are other reasons for defining climatic divisions. For some applications, climatic 
data from a single station are adequate or preferable. For other applications, however, 
averages for several stations can be more representative. For example, if the level of 
the Great Salt Lake is studied in relation to precipitation, division precipitation values 
are much more representative of the watershed than values from an individual station. 

Credits 
Produced by Utah Climate Center, Utah State University, Logan, UT. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



Precipitation 
Spatial Variability 
Winter frontal storms, form in the Gulf of Alaska and travel eastward, weaken 
as they descend the eastern of the Sierra-Nevada Mountains into Nevada. 
Consequently, they are less to produce moderate precipitation in the Great Basin 
(see the dark colored for Wendover and Deseret). As the storms begin 
ascending the Wasatch · , they intensify and precipitation probability increases 
(see Logan, Ogden, and Salf Lake City). Frontal storms weaken and wintertime 
precipitation probabilities df crease as frontal storms descend from the High Plateaus to 
Emery or as they sink down the Wasatch and Uinta Mountains into the Uinta Basin 
(see Duchesne or V emal). 

Upper-air, low-pressure systems called lows aloft are common in spring and fall. These 
storms are quite general and associated probabilities are rather uniform over the state. 
At some stations--e.g., Desbret--lows aloft are about the only source of moderate 
precipitation. 

Thunderstorms are common in summer as warm, moist air flows across Utah in a 
northerly direction. In gene~al, precipitation probabilities associated with thunderstorms 
are greatest in the south and decrease northward. The probability of light precipitation 
(light colored areas on the graphs) is more uniform among stations than the probability 
of moderate precipitation. Even with light precipitation, however, the effect of 
topography is discernible. j 
Precipitation Probabilities 
Two events are shown in t e individual graphs located on the map shown above. The 
light-colored areas represeiJt the probability of receiving 0.06 inch or more of 
precipitation in a week. This light precipitation is sometimes called a "dust-wetter" 
storm. The dark-colored ar6as portray the probability of receiving 0.60 inch or more in 
a week, which is moderate r recipitation. 

A probability expresses thel chance of an event occurring but does not indicate when. 
For example, a probability f0.20 on a graph indicates that averaged over a long 
period, the event would be xpected in 20 years of a 1 00-year period. The years may 
be cluttered with several c 

1

nsecutive years followed by a 15- or 20-year period in 
which the event does not occur. 

An event (e.g., 0.60 inch o~ greater of precipitation in a week) may consist of any 
combination. For example, [it may consist of0.09 inch at the beginning of a week, three 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



dry days and three rainy days at the end ofthe week with 0.32, 0.21, and 0.04 inch, 
respectively; or it may be a single day with 0. 73 inch precipitation. 

Consider the probability graph of St. George shown below. During the first half of 
February, the probability of receiving 0.06 inch or more of precipitation in a week 
(lightly-shaded area) is 51 percent (51 years in a 100-year period). During a week in 
the middle of June, the probability has dropped to 9 percent. In a week during the last 
of July or the first part of August, the probability has risen to 49 percent. 

~ --------------------------~ 

Precipitation Probability 
at St George, utah 

The dark-colored area shows the probability or chance of moderate precipitation (0.60 
inch in a week at St. George). For any specific week, the probability of this event is 
considerably less than the probability of 0.06 inch. During the middle of February, it is 
15 percent; during the middle of June, it is only 1 percent; and during the first week of 
August, it is about 8 percent. 

Seasonal Distribution 
All stations exhibit probability variation among weeks. The patterns of seasonal 
distribution, which differ from one station to another, are explained in terms of the three 
sources of Utah precipitation. 

In the accompanying figure below, precipitation probability at St. George is separated 
into its three sources. Precipitation probability from frontal storms is shown in blue; 
that from low pressure systems aloft is printed in yellow; and that from convective 
(thunderstorm) precipitation is displayed as red. Where precipitation sources overlap, 
the primary colors blend to form secondary colors or where three sources overlap they 
form brown. Total precipitation probability (the dark black line) is the sum of the 
probabilities for the individual sources. Minimum probabilities--i.e., the dips in the dark 
black line--frequently occur during transitions between major sources of precipitation. 

-

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Sources of Precipitation Probability 
at St George, Llah 

The map on the next page precipitation probability graphs illustrating seasonal 
precipitation distributions numerous Utah communities. Differences in seasonal 
patterns of precipitation probabilities are explained by the interaction of topography 
and precipitation sources--~ontal storms, lows aloft, and thunderstorms. 

Credits J 
Produced by Utah Climate Center, Uta~ State University, Logan, UT. 

Precipitation probability graphics for 4 Utah stations was first published in: Roland W. Jeppson et at. (1968, out of print). 
Hydrologic Atlas of Utah. Logan, UT: tab Water Research Laboratory, Utah State University, Logan, UT. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Winter brings snow to "'"'"'"'" region in Utah. At high elevations, snow can fall during 
any month. However, in Utah's high mountain areas, most snow falls during 
winter and early spring. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



The effect of topography on snowfall is apparent--average annual amounts vary from 
less than 10 inches in western and southeastern Utah to more than 700 inches at high 
elevations in the Wasatch Range. Record snowfall for a single storm occurred in 
January 1965, when 105 inches of snow fell at Alta. 

Atmospheric conditions over Utah's mountains produce light, fluffy snow called 
powder. Because powder snow provides the world's best skiing and snowmobiling, 
Utah has become a favorite spot for winter recreation. 

Snowpack is nature's reservoir. Mountain snow cover usually remains from the middle 
of November until the middle of May. This snowpack holds water in reserve until 
melting releases it for spring and summer use. Considerable melted water seeps into 
soil and travels through underground aquifers to reemerge several months later as 
springs. These springs continue to feed water into streams in the fall, even after most 
snow has melted. Rapid spring melting sometimes releases more water than mountain 
streams can contain. This can cause flooding such as occurred in northern Utah during 
the spring of 1983, when several Salt Lake City streets were turned into rivers. 

Credits 
Text by E. Arlo Richardson, Utah Climate Center, Utah State University, Logan, UT 84322-4825 ( 1977). First published in 
Deon C. Greer (Ed.) Atlas of Utah. Ogden, UT: Weber State University (1981). 

Photo of Wasatch Mountains. Courtesy ofUtah Travel Council, Council HalVCapitol Hill, Salt lake City, UT. 

Photo of mountain skiers. Courtesy ofUtah Travel Council, Council HalVCapitol Hill, Salt Lake City, UT. Photographer: 
Frank Jensen. 

... 

-
-

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Precipitation Maps 
Precipitation maps (which are technically called isohyetal maps) can be used in many 
ways: 

1. Precipitation at a selec~ed location can be determined by reference to such a map; 
2. The map can be used to locate areas that receive similar amounts of precipitation; 

and / 
3. Comparison of precipitation maps and topographic maps can give some idea of 

how precipitation varies with elevation. 

On a daily basis, precipitatil n varies so greatly that mapping of daily values is 
meaningless. However, maps of precipitation accumulation for longer periods--such as 
a year, a season, or even a month--are useful. 

Precipitation exhibits great ~ear-to-year variability--even on an annual basis. Therefore, 
the climate of a location is assessed using average precipitation values. 

In studies that involve a single location, any number of years may be used to obtain an 
average precipitation value. When using or comparing several stations, however, it is 
preferable that all station averages be for the same period so that one location does not 
contain a period of wet or ~ years that was not included in the averages for other 
stations. Normals are used ~o avoid such problems. 

A normal is a 30-year aver~ge for a specified period such as 1951-80. At the end of 
each decade, new normals are calculated by dropping the first ten years and adding the 
most recent decade--e.g., 1f 61-90. Annual and seasonal precipitation maps on the pages 
that follow show normal precipitation for Utah based on 1931-60 normals. Lines on 
these maps (called isohyetsr connect points of equal precipitation. 

Precipitation varies from o~e location to another, but the variability is much greater in 
mountainous areas than in ~lain regions. Utah precipitation's spatial variability results 
from the interaction of stonr-s with topography. In fact, all three maps bear some 
resemblance to topographid maps. 

How do storms interact wi~ topography? Frontal storms originate in the eastern Pacific 
Ocean and are most frequent in the winter and early spring. These storms move across 
the western United States t om a northwest, west, or southwest direction, depending on 
the direction of upper level winds. Fronts are large in extent, and associated 
precipitation may be quite eneral over an extended area of the state. As 
moisture-laden fronts are Ir ed in passing over steep mountain slopes, increasing 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



amounts of precipitation are produced. 

Thunderstorms--which are most common during summer--generally consist of relatively 
small areas of rapid vertical air movements. Thus, thunderstorm precipitation is spotty 
and covers a number of small areas at any one time. Because thunderstorms are 
triggered as moisture-laden air moves up mountain slopes, they are more frequent in 
mountains than in valleys. Thus, thunderstorm and frontal precipitation have one thing 
in common; accumulated precipitation amounts increase with increasing elevation. 

During October, late April, and May, lows aloft tend to dominate the weather. These 
lows tend to move erratically and often produce rather heavy precipitation over an 
extended period of time. Lows aloft are less subject to the influences of topography. 
Therefore, precipitation amounts produced by lows aloft are similar in valley and 
mountain locations. 

Normal Annual Precipitation 
The normal annual precipitation map shows a large area in the Great Basin and smaller 
areas in the Uinta Basin and Canyonlands section where annual normal precipitation is 
less than 5 inches. On the other extreme, there are several mountain peaks in the 
Wasatch Range section where precipitation exceeds 50 inches. Normal annual 
precipitation exceeds 40 inches on many peaks in the Wasatch Range, the High 
Plateaus, and the Uinta Mountains sections and on isolated peaks in the Great Basin 
and Canyonlands sections. At individual measuring stations, normal annual 
precipitation ranges from less than 3 to nearly 65 inches per year. 

October-April Precipitation 
October through April is a non-growing season for many Utah valleys. For the 
mountains, it is roughly the season of snowpack accumulation. Two synoptic situations 
are important during this season. The upper-level cold low (low aloft) dominates the 
weather during October. In the winter and early spring, frontal systems move through 
quite regularly and produce most of the winter snowpack. 

The Uinta Basin gets little precipitation from frontal systems coming from the 
northwest or west because fronts weaken as they descend the slopes of the Wasatch 
Range or the Uinta Mountains. The small amount of frontal precipitation that falls in 
the Uinta Basin is from storms that enter the Basin from the southwest. 

Other areas with less than 4 inches of winter precipitation are found in the Great Basin 
where fronts are weakened as they slide down eastern slopes of the Sierra-Nevada 
Mountains and in the Canyonlands section as storms descend from the High 
Plateaus. On the higher mountain peaks of the Wasatch Range and the High Plateaus 
sections, a large proportion of the annual precipitation falls during this season--mostly 
as snow. In some areas, the October-April seasonal precipitation accumulations are 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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more than 40 inches. 

May-September Precipita~ion 
The growing season for murh ofUtah's cultivated agricultural lands is approximately 
May through September. Prf cipitation during this season is generally less than during 
the October through April season; and in the Wasatch Range and the High Plateaus 
sections, it is considerably lf ss. Amounts range from less than 3 inches to more than 12 
inches. As warm, moist air--moving northward across the state--ascends the Uinta 
Mountains, numerous thun~rstorms are triggered. Consequently, the Uinta Mountains 
section has greater May-Se~tember seasonal precipitation than any other section of 
Utah. 

Credits I 
Water Supply Forecast Unit and Office pfState Climatologist. Normal Annual Precipitation (out of print). Salt Lake City, 
UT: Utah State Engineer Office, Utah Bower and Water Board, and Soil Conservation Service, USDA. Published in modified 
form in Roland W. Jeppson et al., Hydr logic Atlas of Utah (out of print). Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah State 
University, Logan, UT, 1968. 

Water Supply Forecast Unit and Office j fState Climatologist. Normal May-September Precipitation (out of print). Salt Lake 
City, UT: Utah State Engineer Office, Jtah Power and Water Board, and Soil Conservation Service, USDA. Published in 
modified form in Roland W. Jeppson et al., Hydrologic Atlas of Utah (out of print). Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah 
State University, Logan, UT, 1968. 

Water Supply Forecast Unit and Office fState Climatologist. Normal October-April Precipitation (out of print). Salt Lake 
City, UT: Utah State Engineer Office, tah Power and Water Board, and Soil Conservation Service, USDA. Published in 
modified form in Roland W. Jeppson et al., Hydrologic Atlas of Utah (out of print). Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah 
State University, Logan, UT, 1968. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Freezing Temperatures 
Freeze-free season is the number of days between the last spring freeze and the first fall 
freeze. Difficulty is sometimes encountered, however, in defining a freeze. The freezing 
point of water is normally considered as 32 F. Because some plants do not sustain 
freeze damage until temperatures drop several degrees below 32 F, there are other 
"freezing temperature" thresholds that are of biological interest. 

Using the Map 
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Average length of Utah's freeze-free season--sometimes called length of growing 
season--is printed on the following pages. A threshold of32 F (the common freezing 
temperature of water) was used in plotting the map--i.e., a night was considered a 
freezing night if the temperature dropped to or below 32 F regardless of whether frost 
or plant damage occurred. 

Each color on the map represents a range of freeze-free-season lengths. Values for 
specific locations can be estimated. For example, if a location lies in yellow about half 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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way between the two lines ( 20 to 140 days), the length of freeze-free season at the 
location is approximately 130 days. 

Use the Freeze-Free Season table at the end of this section to obtain lengths of 
freeze-free seasons for othe! "freezing temperature" thresholds, such as 40 F, 36 F, 28 
F, 24 F, 20 F, and 16 F. For example, a location that shows 130-day freeze-free season 
on the map (32 F threshold) has only 76 days between the last occurrence of 40 Fin the 
spring and the first occurre~ e of 40 F in the fall ( 40 F threshold). At the same location, 
the length of the 20 F-thres ... t ld season is 214 days. 

This table can also be used o estimate average dates of first spring and last fall 
occurrences of a threshold t mperature. For a location with a freeze-free season (32 F 
threshold) of 130 days, for xample, the average dates of the last spring and first fall 
freezes are May 20 and Sep ember 27, respectively. Similarly, the table can be used to 
determine dates for last sp · g and first fall occurrences of other threshold temperatures. 

Season lengths shown on thf map are mean values; that is, the length of the freeze-free 
season will exceed map valf es one-half of the years and be shorter than map values in 
the other half. A second co1version table, Factors for Converting 50% Probabilty Dates 
to Other Probability Levels, can be used to obtain dates corresponding to other 
probabilities. For example, location with a 130-day freeze-free season has a 50 
percent chance of a 32F fref ze occurring on or after May 20; however, by waiting 11 
days (until May 31), the ch~nce ofhaving a 32F freeze is reduced to 25 percent (i.e., a 
freeze would be expected o~y once in four years). By waiting 20 days, the probability 
is reduced to 10 percent (1 f ear in 10). 

For locations with extreme~short growing seasons such as high mountain peaks, it is 
impossible to say whether particular summer freeze is the last of the spring or the first 
of the fall. Thus, near mol in tops, probabilities are not meaningful. 

Other Considerations 
National Weather Service ~fficial temperatures are measured at five feet above ground 
surface in an instrument shelter. Temperatures at this height provide good estimates of 
temperatures in the lower h If of fruit trees. During nights with temperature inversions, 
however, crops growing ne r the ground, such as beans or tomatoes, are exposed to 
temperatures colder than th se measured in a shelter. In applying temperatures to 
individual situations, heigh of measurement must be taken into consideration. 

Freeze damage depends up n the type of plant involved and the stage of plant 
development, e.g., tomatoel~re damaged by a lighter freeze than wheat, and wheat is 
more readily injured at the r..:lk stage than at the hard dough stage of development. 

Careful observation of the eeze-free season map reveals that the longest growing 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



seasons are frequently found near foothill regions--a favored location for fruit-tree 
orchards. The season becomes shorter moving upslope onto mountains or downslope 
toward valley floors. 

Because mountain air is cool, we expect a shorter freeze-free season in the mountains. 
But why is it shorter in valley bottoms? When surface air cools on sloping ground, the 
air becomes more dense and flows downward, just as water tends to flow downhill. 
Cold air that drains from foothills collects in valley bottoms and other depressions 
forming "frost pockets." 

Factors for Converting 50%) Probability Dates (Average Occurrence Dates From 
Freeze-Free Season Table) to Other Probability Levels 

!Probability Level (%J 
!Days to be Added to Dates of Occurrenc~ 

Spring Fall 
5 26 -21 
10 20 -16 
15 16 -13 
20 13 -11 
25 11 -9 
30 8 -7 
35 6 -5 
40 4 -3 
45 2 -1 
50 0 0 
55 -2 1 
60 -4 3 
65 -6 5 
70 -8 7 
75 -11 9 
80 -13 11 
85 -16 13 
90 -20 16 
95 -26 21 

------
Credits 
Ashcroft, Gaylen L. and E. Arlo Richardson. Map of Freeze-Free Season. Utah Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 
486. Logan, UT: Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, Utah State University, 1972. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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References~ r Climate, Weather, and 
Topography hapter 
Most Utah climate 'U.U.L<LL- including source data for maps and figures--are 

'"' ........ f ......... "' Center. Data for individual stations can be 
printed tables or on computer disks. 

Utah climate data have analyzed in numerous ways--e.g., extreme 
values, monthly or 10 summaries, spatial and temporal trends and 
distributions, heating, or growing degree days, frequency tables, 
architectural design , precipitation return periods, probable 
maximum precipitation, piration, etc. Utah Climate Center, Utah 
State University, Logan, UT 84322-4825. Phone: (435) 750-2190. 

Most climate data for · ·vidual stations in the eleven western states are 
archived and available Western Region Climate Center. Western 
Region Climate Center, Research Institute, University ofNevada 
System, P.O. Box 60220, Reno, NV 89506-0220. Phone: (702) 677-3140. 

Climate data for individ al stations throughout the United States of America 
and for selected stations throughout the world are available from National 
Climatic Data Center. ational Climatic Data Center, NOAA, Federal 
Building, Asheville, NC 28801. Phone: (704) 271-4800. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Class A Pan Evaporation 

Evaporation can be measured with several different devices, but evaporation amounts 
measured with one device are usually not comparable with measurement from others. 
The National Weather Service measures evaporation using a standard evaporation pan 
called a Class A pan. Evaporation cannot be measured in a Class A pan when the pan's 
water surface is frozen; therefore, the evaporation values shown on the map are for the 
evaporation season (May through October). 

Class A Pan Evaporation 
May-October 
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Pan evaporation is a measurement that combines or integrates the effects of several 
climate elements: temperature, humidity, solar radiation, and wind. Evaporation is 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



greatest on hot, windy, dry days; and is greatly reduced when air is cool, calm, and 
humid. 

A Class A evaporation pan is cylindrical with a diameter of 4 7-1/2 inches and a depth 
of 1 0 inches. The pan rests on a carefully leveled, wooden base and is often enclosed 
by a chain link fence to prevent animals drinking from it. Evaporation is measured daily 
as the depth of water (in inches) evaporates from the pan. The measurement day begins 
with the pan filled to exactly two inches from the pan top. At the end of 24 hours, 
enough water is added, in measured increments, to again fill the pan to exactly two 
inches from its top. 

If precipitation occurs in the 24-hour period, it is taken into account in calculating the 
evaporation. Sometimes precipitation is greater than evaporation, and measured 
increments of water must be dipped from the pan. 

Credits 
Farnsworth, Richard K., Edwin S. Thompson, and Eugene L. Peck. After Map 1: May-October Pan Evaporation. In NOAA 
Technical Report NWS 33, Evaporation Atlas for the Contiguous 48 United States, National Weather Service, NOAA, 
Washington, D.C., 1982. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



known and provided the height of the surface does not change during the calculation 
period. Even when a water impoundment is shrinking in size, the free water surface 
evaporation for a period can be calculated, if the surface elevations and areas of the 
impoundment are known for the beginning and ending of the period. 

Calculated values of free water surface evaporation are used to construct maps such as 
the one shown. Calculated data, however, are usually insufficient for mapping and 
consequently are supplemented by pan evaporation data. Pan evaporation is converted 
to free water surface evaporation through pan coefficients. 

Credits 
Farnsworth, Richard K., Edwin S. Thompson, and Eugene L. Peck. After Map 2: May-October FWS Evaporation. In NOAA 
Technical Report NWS 33, Evaporation Atlas for the Contiguous 48 United States, National Weather Service, NOAA, 
Washington, DC, 1982. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Free Water Surface Evaporation 

Free Water Surface 
Evaporation 

May-October 
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It is often desirable to know the amount of evaporation that occurs from free water 
surfaces such as shallow lakes, pond, and marshes, and from man-made impoundments 
such as water reservoirs and sewage lagoons. Evaporation from such impoundments, 
named free water surface evaporation, was formerly called shallow lake evaporation. 
In designing an impoundment, a value for expected evaporation is needed prior to 
construction. In these cases, measurements are not possible; but the map can be used to 
make good estimates. Isopleths on the map represent free water surface evaporation for 
the evaporation season--May through October. 

Evaporation from natural or man-made water impoundments can be calculated from 
inflow and outflow measurements provided the surface area of the impoundment is 

-

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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In a specific area, a pan and a shallow lake are both in the same environment--i.e., air 
temperature, solar radiation, and the wind are similar for both. There is, however, 
considerably more evaporation from a Class A pan than from a free water surface. The 
primary reason is heat exchange through the sides and bottom of the evaporation pan. 
Additional heat entering the pan provides additional energy for water evaporation. 

A second reason for reduced evaporation from a shallow water impoundment is 
increased humidity over the larger water body. Evaporation into the air layer above a 
water surface increases humidity and reduces the air's capacity to accept more water 
vapor. This effect is greater over a large water body than over a small one such as a 
pan, because light winds easily and quickly remove the humid air layer from the small 
pan. 

Credits 
Farnsworth, Richard K, Edwin S. Thompson, and Eugene L. Peck. After Map 4: Pan Coefficients. In NOAA Technical 
Report NWS 33, Evaporation Atlas for the Contiguous 48 United States, National Weather Service, Washington, D.C., 
NOAA, 1982. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Coefficients to Convert Class A Pan Evaporation to Free 
Water Surface Evaporation 

Coefficients to Convert 
Class A Pan Evaporation 

to Free Water SUrface 
Evaporation 
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It is often desirable to estimate the expected amount of evaporation from a free water 
surface. For example, a sewage lagoon must be constructed large enough to evaporate 
the quantities of water that will be discharged into it. In designing a water storage 
reservoir, the water that will be lost through evaporation must be taken into account. 

Estimates of free water surface evaporation are frequently obtained by multiplying pan 
evaporation by a pan coefficient. For the May through October season, pan coefficients 
average 70% but vary from 68 to 88% over the United States. Values for Utah vary 
over a much smaller range. 

-
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free water surface evaporation for Moab during the month of January is estimated to be 
0.81 inches. 

Credits 
Farnsworth, Richard K, Edwin S. Thompson, and Eugene L. Peck. After Map 3: Annual FWS Evaporation. In NOAA 
Technical Report NWS 33, Evaporation Atlas for the Contiguous 48 United States, National Weather Service, NOAA, 
Washington, D.C., 1982. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Free Water Surface Evaporation (Shallow Lake) 

Free Water Surface Evaporation 
(Shallow Lake) 
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Shallow lakes and ponds in northern and high-elevation areas of the United States are 
frozen during colder months. In southern areas, however, small impoundments may 
remain unfrozen during winter. Even in colder areas, water entering sewage lagoons is 
sometimes warm enough to remain unfrozen during most or all of the year. Thus, there 
is frequent need to estimate evaporation for the entire year. The map can be used to 
obtain annual free water surface evaporation for Utah. 

Evaporation is affected by day length, temperature, humidity, solar radiation, and wind. 
It is greatest on long, hot, dry, windy days of summer, for example, the average free 
water surface evaporation at Moab during the month of July is 13.02 inches. 
Evaporation is least on short, cold, humid, calm days of winter; for example average 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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There are definite variations in temperatures with altitude and latitude. Temperature 
lapse rate (the decrease in temperature with increase in elevation) varies with both time 
and location. In Utah, the average annual temperature lapse rate is about 3F decrease in 
temperature for each 1,000 feet increase in elevation. Thus, areas at higher elevations 
have cooler temperatures and more limited potential to vaporize available water 
supplies than areas at lower elevations. 

Under natural conditions, however, available moisture is less for lower elevations 
because they receive less precipitation than higher regions. Therefore, actual amounts 
of evapotranspiration that occur at lower elevations will usually not even approach 
potential amounts. At higher elevations, water is often not limiting, and both 
evaporation and transpiration are largely determined by the supply of available heat 
energy--i.e., actual evapotranspiration proceeds at the potential rate. 

Potential evapotranspiration exceeds precipitation for most of Utah's land area. In other 
words, there is enough energy available to vaporize more water than normally occurs as 
precipitation. In general, only Utah's mountainous areas above 7,000 feet receive 
precipitation in excess of amounts that could be used by vegetation, assuming no 
surface runoff. 

For some applications, it is necessary to estimate evapotranspiration for the freeze-free 
season. Evapotranspiration for the freeze-free period does not follow the same pattern 
as evapotranspiration for the entire year. Available heat units become greater, 
progressing from mountain peaks down slopes to valleys. Length of growing season 
also increases, moving from mountains to foothills. However, in continuing to move 
downslope from foothills to valley bottoms, the length of growing season reverses--i.e., 
accumulation of cold air shortens the length of the growing (freeze-free) season. As a 
result of the shortened growing season in valleys, potential evapotranspiration for the 
freeze-free season will often be greater in foothill regions than in valley bottoms. 

Credits 
Published in Roland W. Jeppson et al., Hydrologic Atlas of Utah (out of print). Logan, UT: Utah Water Research 
Laboratory, Utah State University, Logan, UT, 1968. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Evapotranspiration 
Potential Evapotranspiration 

In a plant environment, it is difficult to determine how much soil water loss is through 
evaporation from soil surfaces and how much is through transpiration from plants. 
Therefore, water extracted by these two processes is usually combined and called 
evapotranspiration. Water loss through evapotranspiration is dependent on several 
factors: (1) evaporation requires large quantities of energy and can, therefore, be 
limited by a lack of available heat; (2) vaporization cannot occur, even in the presence 
of adequate heat energy, unless liquid water is available; and (3) if plants are killed or 
damaged by freezing, transpiration stops or is sharply reduced. 

Available Heat & Potential 
Evapotranspiration Indexes 
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The map above shows the annual potential evapotranspiration calculated from the 
Thornthwaite formula. The term potential is used to designate the amount of 
evapotranspiration that would occur if plants and soil surfaces were never short of 
water. Thus, potential evapotranspiration is an index of the heat energy available to 
vaporize water. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Arable Lands 

Arable indicates land that can be used to grow crops--i.e., land that is tillable and 
productive. Most Utah land is not tillable because it is mountainous, and slopes are 
either rocky or so steep that the soil would erode if it were tilled. There are areas of 
Utah--particularly in Utah's west desert--that are tillable but are too salty to be 
productive. These areas are also not arable. 

Arable Lands 

0 20 4011'l 
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Legend 
Arable 

• Arable/Drainage 

The small fraction of Utah land that can be used to produce crops is shown on the 
accompanying map. The yellow color indicates areas that are arable in their present 
condition. The red color is used to indicate areas that are arable but would require 
drainage to remain productive if they were irrigated. 

Credits 
Soil Conservation Service, 1967. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Seasonal Consumptive Use 

Consumptive use of water is a term used by Blaney and Criddle to designate 
the amount of water "consumed" by plants in producing a crop. Currently, 
evapotranspiration is a preferred term for this concept. Potential 
consumptive use is the amount of water that would be evapotranspired in 
producing a crop if soil water were never limiting. Potential consumptive 
use is estimated by multiplying the consumptive use factor, F, by a crop 
coefficient. The calculations have been performed, and the results for eleven 
crops are shown in the table below. To determine potential consumptive use 
for any crop listed in the table, use the above map to determine the seasonal 
F factor for a desired location. Then read potential consumptive use for the 
crop from the table. 

Potential Consumptive Use of Water 
by Crops Grown in Utah 
(All Values Are in Inches) 

Seasonal F 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 
Crop Consumptive Use 

Alfalfa 15.0 19.1 23.2 27.3 31.3 35.4 39.5 ~3.6 
Beans, dry * * 14.6 15.9 17.3 18.6 ~0.0 ~1.4 
K:om 13.8 15.4 17.0 18.6 20.2 21.8 23.4 ~5.0 

Silage Only 
Grain, Spring * * 12.5 13.9 15.2 16.5 17.9 19.2 
!Pasture, Mixed 12.5 15.9 19.3 22.7 26.1 29.5 32.9 36.3 
IPeas 12.8 14.3 15.7 17.2 18.7 20.1 21.6 23.1 

!Potatoes 17.1 19.1 21.1 23.1 25.1 27.1 29.0 31.0 
Small Truck 9.1 10.1 11.2 12.2 13.3 14.3 15.4 16.4 
Sugar Beets * * * 25.0 27.2 29.4 31.6 33.8 

. 
lfomatoes * * * 20.0 21.8 23.5 25.3 27.0 
K:>rchards, deciduous without cover * * 19.6 21.5 23.4 25.3 27.2 29.1 
Orchards, deciduous with cover * * 24.9 27.3 29.8 32.2 34.7 37.1 

52 56 

~7. 8 51.7 
~2 .7 ~4.1 
~6.7 ~8 . 3 

~0.5 ~1.9 
39.7 ~3.1 
~4.5 ~6.0 

33.0 35.0 
17.5 18.5 
36.0 38.2 

28.7 30.5 
31.0 33.0 
39.5 42.0 

*Indicates growing season too short to consistently produce the particular crop. 

60 

55.8 
~5.4 
~9 .9 

~3.2 
~6.5 
~7.5 

37.0 
19.6 
~0.4 

32.2 
34.9 
44.4 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



Potential consumptive use differs from potential evapotranspiration--shown 
on a previous map. Potential evapotranspiration estimates the number of 
heat units available to evapotranspire water whether or not the plant is 
capable of doing so. Potential consumptive use takes into account the crop's 
ability to transpire water. 

For example, in early fall, a well-watered alfalfa crop's transpiration is 
limited only by available energy for water evaporation. A field of barley that 
has ripened, however, is incapable of moving water from soil through 
golden, desiccated stems and leaves even when soil water is plentiful and 
heat is available for evaporation. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Water Use 
We obtain our water from groundwater and surface water sources. In 1985, 
a total of about 4,700,000 acre-feet of water was withdrawn and used. Of 
this, 3,800,000 acre-feet was from surface water sources and 885,000 
acre-free from ground water. The largest water use category is agriculture, 
which accounts for approximately 87 percent of the withdrawals. 

Irrigating an alfalfa field in Juab County, Utah. 

Different water uses require different amounts of water. For irrigation, the 
amount of water necessary to mature the crops, and taking into account the 
irrigation efficiency, is referred to as the irrigation water requirement. The 
irrigation water requirement is expressed in terms of acre-feet per acre (i.e., 
4. 0 acre-feet per acre) and varies throughout the state depending upon 
climatic conditions, types of crops, soil characteristics, and other related 
factors. For domestic purposes, water use is expressed in gallons per capita 
per day (GCD). The average per capita use in Utah is about 240 GCD, 
which accounts for both in-house and outside water use. Using this figure, a 
family of four would use nearly one acre-foot per year, which includes both 
in-house and outside uses. 

In examining water use, it is important to consider both the quantity of water 
diverted from the source and how much is consumed. In many of the 
upstream valleys, irrigation practices on a local basis are inefficient. 
However, the water which is not consumed by the crops is return flow to the 
river system. The water then flows downstream to supply other water users' 

-

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



- Credits 
Olds, Jerry and Schlotthauer, Bill, 1991. Division of Water Rights . 

._ Alfalfa field in Juab County photo courtesy of Utah Agricultural Experiment Station Information 
Office, Utah State University, Logan, UT. 

-

From National Water Summary, 1987- Hydrologic Events and Water Supply, Carr, Jerry E. et al., 
USGS Water-Supply Paper 1350. Courtesy ofUtah Department ofNatural Resources, Division of 
Water Right. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



needs. Generally, about half of the water diverted for irrigation purposes is 
consumed, and half returns to the hydrologic system. Much of the water 
used for in-house purposes is not consumed and depending upon the effluent 
treatment system is returned to the stream. 

In 1985, approximately 4,700,000 acre-feet of water was diverted for use. 
Of this, 4,100,000 acre-feet was used for agricultural purposes; 490,000 
acre-feet for domestic and commercial; and 130,000 acre-feet for industrial, 
mining, and thermoelectric generation purposes. Just over 80 percent of this 
water was withdrawn from surface streams and 20 percent from 
groundwater sources. 
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Agriculture is the dominant water use and has been since the settlement of 
Utah. In the last several decades, we have seen significant increases in the 
amount of water used for industrial and municipal purposes. Of the 
4,700,000 acre-feet of fresh water diverted in 1985, about 2,374,000 
acre-feet was consumed. Agriculture accounts for 91 percent of the water 
consumed, domestic and commercial 6 percent, and industrial related uses 3 
percent. These figures only include consumption from man's activities and 
from fresh water sources. 
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DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Withdrawals of Freshwater by County 

Withdrawals of Freshwater 
by County (1985) 
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Water use varies significantly throughout the state. As seen in the table on 
the next page, the county with the highest annual withdrawal of freshwater is 
Salt Lake County at 418,000 acre-feet; the lowest is Kane County with 
11,400 acre-feet. In addition, approximately 150,000 acre-feet of saline 
water was used. The majority of these withdrawals were in Tooele and 
Weber counties associated with mineral extraction from the Great Salt Lake. 

Credits 
From, Utah Water Use Data Report No.4, 1985. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



Units in AF 

County 
Ground Surface Total 
Water Water (Rounded' 

Beaver 48,300 70,200 118,700 
Box Elder 71,800 313,700 385,400 
Cache 45,000 216,200 261,000 
Carbon 6,000 75,600 81,900 
Daggett 200 16,000 16,200 
Davis 39,200 115,400 154,600 
Duchesne 6,960 152,400 159,300 
Emery 1,770 166,900 168,000 
Garfield 5,070 104,900 109,900 
Grand 5,580 16,000 21,500 
Iron 147,900 46,300 194,900 
Juab 21,800 117,600 140,000 
Kane 3,760 7,700 11,400 
Millard 83,900 199,400 283,400 
Morgan 2,120 117,600 119,900 
Piute 3,140 89,700 92,900 
Rich 530 158,000 158,000 
Salt Lake 93,900 323,700 417,800 
San Juan 4,190 13,200 17,500 
San~ete 9,570 172,500 182,600 
Sevier 12,500 ~19,600 231,900 
Summit 25,200 104,400 129,900 
Tooele 37,000 46,500 83,500 
Uintah 11,760 ~40,800 252,000 
Utah 122,100 ~81,200 403,300 
Wasatch 3,850 97,500 101,400 
Washington 31,900 80,700 112,000 
Wayne 2,950 32,700 35,600 
Weber 36,500 ~07,200 244,200 

/ 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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The amount of water used per person per day varies substantially throughout 
the state. (See the Amount of Water Per Person Per Day table below.) The 
average for Utah is approximately 240 gallons per capita per day, and ranges 
from a high of 700 gallons per capita per day to a low of 80 gallons per 
capita per day. The amount of water used per capita is dependent on a 
number of factors, such as climatic conditions, water availability, cost of 
water, lot sizes, types of industry secondary systems, and water use 
practices. In addition, there are variations among the systems. 

For example, many communities have dual water systems--one system 
supplies in-house uses and another system supplies outside or landscaping 
uses. In rural counties, they generally have larger landscaped areas, gardens, 
and livestock watering. 

Credits 
From, Utah Water Use Data Report No.4, 1985. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Runoff/Demand 

In Utah, much of our water supply comes as a result of snowmelt during the 
spring runoff. Unfortunately, most of the water demand occurs during the 
summer. Under natural conditions, water is not provided in such a pattern 
that it is available when it is needed. As a result, this limits the amount of 
water that can be used directly. To utilize the water supply, the water must 
be stored during times of abundance for use during times of shortage. The 
figure below shows the typical runoff hydrograph and imposed upon it are 
the demands which can be met with and without storage reservoirs. 

Runoff/Demand 
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As we place greater demands on a river system and build storage reservoirs, 
the cost of developing our water supplies increases. In addition to building 
storage reservoirs, we can look at using surface water supplies during times 
of abundance and relying upon groundwater supplies during times of 
drought. This is referred to as conjunctive use and attempts to maximize 
water use at the least cost. 

Credits 
After, Utah Division ofWater Rights, 1986. Update, 1988. 

_ ..... 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Consumptive Use 

With irrigation being the largest water user in the state, it is important to 
understand its water demand. As seen in the graph below, the growing 
season generally runs from approximately April 1 to October 31 for irrigated 
crops in a large portion of the state. In higher elevation areas, it is 
substantially shorter. The consumptive use requirement for irrigated 
agriculture starts out low during the early portion of the growing season and 
generally peaks in July. The majority of our precipitation is received during 
the winter months and is not adequate during the growing season to meet the 
water requirements of the crops. Therefore, it is necessary that we supply 
irrigation water to the land in order to mature crops. 

Credits 
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After, Utah Division ofWater Rights, 1986. Update, 1988. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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References for Evaporation Chapter 
Most Utah climate data (including source data for maps and figures) are 
archived at the Utah Climate Center. Data for individual stations can be 
ordered from the Center in printed tables or on computer disks. 

Data have also been analyzed in numerous ways (e.g., extreme values, 
monthly, or 10-day summaries, spatial and temporal trends and 
distributions, heating, cooling or growing degree days, frequency tables, 
architectural design temperatures, precipitation return periods, probable 
maximum precipitation, evapotranspiration). Data can also be analyzed for 
custom applications. 

Basic data for western states are available from the Western Region Climate 
Center and all states from the National Climatic Data Center. Analyzed data 
from other states are available from the State Climatologist. Current 
addresses and telephone numbers for these sources can be obtained from the 
Utah Climate Center. 

For more information or to order Utah data, write or phone: 

Utah Climate Center 
Utah State University 
Logan, UT 84322-4825 
Phone: (435) 797-2190 
Fax: (435) 797-3376 

Other References: 

E.A. Pearce and G. Smith. World Weather Guide. New York: Random 
House. 

Department of Natural Resources 
Division of Water Rights 
1636 West North Temple, Suite 220 
Salt Lake City, UT 84116-3156 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Surface Water 

Ground Water 

References 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Surface Water 
Surface water is water flowing in streams and rivers and stored in lakes, wetlands, and 
reservoirs. These flows comprise runoff from precipitation, discharges from 
groundwater seeps and springs, and return flows from human activity. Most water in 
Utah is supplied from snowmelt, which occurs during a short period in spring and then 
settles to a base flow, or extreme low flow, during the summer. Generally, high flows 
occur when crops need water the least, and vice-versa. In Utah, the major water 
producing areas are mountainous and consist of an almost innumerable series of 
depressions and ravines which continuously merge until a number of perennial rivers 
are formed. These rivers in turn converge, forming large drainage or river basins. 

A major drainage divide extending through the middle of Utah separates the state into 
two principal drainage systems, the Great Basin and the Colorado River. These two 
systems are notably different in that the Great Basin is a region of internal drainage, 
while the Colorado River empties eventually into the Gulf of California. The divide 
between these two drainage areas extends generally through the High Plateaus and 
across the western end of the Uinta Mountains. In the southwestern comer of the state, 
this divide trends westward into Nevada. A very small portion of the upper northwest 
comer of Utah lies within the Columbia River Basin. 

The Wasatch Mountains and the high plateaus extending from southwest to northwest 
divide the balance of the state about equally into the Colorado River Basin on the east, 
and the Great Basin on the west. The major rivers in the Utah portion of the Colorado 
River Basin include the Colorado, Green, White, Duchesne, Price, San Rafael, 
Fremont, and Escalante Rivers. The major rivers in the Utah portion of the Great Basin 
include the Bear, Weber, Jordan, Provo, Strawberry, Sevier, East Fork, and Beaver 
Rivers. The Great Basin is unique in that it is an interior drainage, or closed basin, with 
no outlet to the ocean. The surface streams flow toward the Great Salt Lake or other 
smaller lakes and valleys, to be evaporated eventually back into the atmosphere. 

Credits 
Ralls, Jack, 1991. Text. Utah Division of Water Resources. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Hydrologic Basins of Utah 
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The map shows how Utah is divided into 11 hydrologic basins that usually 
comprise a major portion of a river system. The hydrologic basins in Utah 
consist of the Columbia River (0), Great Salt Lake Desert (1), Bear River 
(2), Weber River (3), Jordan River (4), Sevier River (5), Cedar-Beaver (6), 
Uinta (7), West Colorado (8), Southeast Colorado (9), and the Virgin 
River/Kanab Creek (10). 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Utah is further divided into hydrologic study areas within these river basins. 
Although there are minor disagreements regarding some exact boundaries, 
the State Division of Water Resources and the U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS) agree on these boundaries, as do the other state and federal agencies 
in Utah. 

Credits 
Jack Ralls, 1991. Text. Utah Division ofWater Resources. 

Jack Ralls, 1991. Map, Hydrologic Basins ofUtah. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Water is a precious resource in Utah. Utah is the second-driest state in the 
nation with a scant 13 inches of precipitation annually. The precipitation 
varies from 5 inches in the arid desert areas to 60 inches in some of the high 
mountain regions. The mountain watershed regions collect large amounts of 
precipitation in the form of snow, which in tum feed the state's natural and 
manmade water storage systems. Utah's water supply is scarce in some parts 
of the state while other areas have adequate supplies. The total supply does 
not change over long periods of time although climatic factors can increase 
or decrease the amount available in the short term. 

-_ ] 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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In total, the watersheds of Utah yield an average of about 8.5 million 
acre-feet of water annually. This includes surface flows as well as recharge 
to the groundwater reservoir. Most of the surface flows occur from spring 
snowmelt. The base flows during the balance of the year are from seeps and 
springs in the upper watershed areas. The flows from these upper watershed 
areas are the major source of water used for irrigation, municipal and 
industrial supplies, power production, recreational activities, fish and 
wildlife habitat, and other uses. 

Statewide, about 34 percent of the total public water supplies comes from 
surface water. This percentage will probably increase as more water is 
diverted from surface courses and treated for municipal use. Currently, 
groundwater supplies about 10 percent of the total used statewide for 
irrigation. The map above shows the estimated supply and depletions by 
hydrologic basin in Utah. 

Water use is usually discussed in terms of the amount and nature of use and 
the portion which is consumed or depleted. Water depletion is defmed as 
"the part of water withdrawn that is evaporated, transpired, incorporated into 
products or crops, consumed by humans or livestock, or otherwise removed 
from the immediate water environment." For example, municipal, industrial, 
and irrigation uses generally deplete less than half the water diverted, with 
the remainder returning to streams or to groundwater reservoirs. Instream 
flows for recreation or fisheries deplete practically no water. The same is 
true for hydroelectric power generation. 

Agricultural, municipal, and industrial water uses rely heavily on spring 
runoff from mountain snowpacks stored in reservoirs to meet summer water 
needs. -Efficient use of dams, reservoirs, and water systems is essential to 
obtaining maximum benefit from the state's scarce water resources. 

The usable water supply is the maximum dependable flow of suitable 
quality, including return flows, which can be developed and delivered 
economically to users. Because of periodic flood and drought conditions, 
however, not all of the water yield from a watershed can be controlled and 
efficiently used. 

Approximately 80 percent of the state's water is used for irrigation. As the 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



state's population rises, however, municipal and industrial water use will 
increase and irrigation needs will decrease slightly. Present and projected 
depletions, from the available supply by major category, are shown in the 
table below. The data are from the Utah Division of Water Resources and 
United States Geological Survey. The irrigation depletions are from surface 
water and groundwater sources. They do not include precipitation. 

Present and Projected Depletions 
Use 1985 2000 2010 

(1, 000 acre-feet) 
Municipal 141 172 210 
ndustrial 63 72* 93* 
rrigation** 2,170 2,279 2,392 

!Wetlands 1,747 1,735 1,753*** 
!Evaporation**** 753 783 823 
tfotal 4,874 5,041 5,271 

*Projections assume industrial depletions will increase at the 
~e rate as population. Projections do not include potential 
tuse from oil shale and tar sands development. 

**Values do not include depletion of precipitation on agricultural croplands. Precipitation would 
!increase the total use by about 40 percent. 
***The projected increase assumes additional wetland development near the mouth of the Bear 
!River. 
****Water surface evaporation does not include Great Salt Lake (3 million acre-feet) or Colorado 
!River mainstem reservoir evaporation (600,000 acre-feet) of which Utah's Compact proportionate 
~hare is 138,000 acre-feet. 

Mean Annual Streamflow 

In assessing the water resources for Utah, or for individual areas within the state, it is desirable to 
know if the amount of runoff in the past represents the quantity ofthe streamflow which might be 
available in the future. The amount of streamflow which occurs during the average year, and between 
years, can vary considerably between an average year and that of an overly wet or dry year, between 
seasonal flows, and between monthly high and low flows. 

The average discharge of some of the major rivers in the state is shown in the table on the next page. 
These are average flows for certain periods of record, and should not be confused with the mean 
annual flow for any one year. 

Credits 
Jack Ralls, 1991. Text. Utah Division of Water Resources. 

Water Supply Map. After, Basin Yield and Total Depletions, Utah State Water Plan, January 1990, Figure 5-1, Section 5, 
page 5. 

Present and Projected Depletions Table, Utah State Water Plan, January 1990, Table 5-1, Section 5, page 3. 
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DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



Average Discharge of Selected Gaging Stations 

USGS No. Station Name 
Discharge 
(ac-ft/yr) 

09163500 Colorado River nr Utah-Colo. State Line 4,611,000* 
09302000 Duchesne River nr Randlett, Utah 439,000 
09306500 White River nr Watson, Utah 511,500 
09135000 Green River at Green River, Utah 4,632,000 
09180000 Dolores River nr Cisco, Utah 612,200* 
09379500 San Juan River nr Bluff, Utah 1,876,000 
09380000 Colorado River at Lees Ferry, Arizona 11,179,660* 
10092700 Bear River nr Idaho-Utah State Line 1,011,000 
10126000 Bear River nr Corinne, Utah 1,435,000 
10141000 Weber River nr Plain City, Utah 433 300** 

' 
10171000 Jordan River at Salt Lake City, Utah 105 800** ' 
10163000 Provo River at Provo, Utah 153 000** 

' 
10224000 Sevier River nr Lynndyl, Utah 184,000* 
09413200 [Virgin River nr Bloomington, Utah 205,000 
*Flow regulated by an upstream reservoir. 
**Practically all flow above gage is diverted for irrigation during the summer months. 

-

-

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Streamflow Gaging Stations (USGS) 

Match the location name in the table to the station number on the map at the end of this 
section. 

Gaging Stations Numbers and Names 
Station# Name 
09234500: Green River near Greendale, Utah 
09235600: IPot Creek above diversions near V emal, Utah 
09261000: !Green River near Jensen, Utah 
09261700: IBig Brush Creek above Red Fleet Reservoir near Vernal, Utah 
09266500: lAshley Creek near Vernal, Utah 
~9267500: !Mosby Canal near Lapoint, Utah 
K>9268500: !North Fork ofDryFork near Dry Fork, Utah 
K>9268900: !Brownie Canyon above Sinks near Dry Fork, Utah 
~9270500: pry Fork at mouth near Dry Fork, Utah 
~9275500: !West Fork Duchesne River near Hanna, Utah 
K>9277800: !Rock Creek above South Fork near Hanna, Utah 
K>9278500: !Rock Creek near Hanna, Utah 
~9279000: !Rock Creek near Mountain Home, Utah 
K>9279100: !Rock Creek near Talmage, Utah 
K>9279150: Puchesne River above Knight Diversion Dam near Duchesne, Utah 
~9285000: Strawberry River near Soldier Springs, Utah 
~9288000: ~urrant Creek near Fruitland, Utah 
K>9288180: Strawberry River near Duchesne, Utah 
~9289500: !Lake Fork River above Moon Lake near Mountain Home, Utah 
~9292500: ~ ellowstone Creek (River) near Altonah, Utah 
K>9299500: !Whiterocks River near Whiterocks, Utah 
~9302000: Puchesne River near Randlett, Utah 
~9306500: !White River near Watson, Utah 
~9306800: !Bitter Creek near Bonanza, Utah 
~9308500: !Minnie Maud Creek near Myton, Utah 
~9309600: !Fairview Tunnel near Fairview, Utah 
~9310000: pooseberry Creek near Scofield, Utah 
Kl9310500: IFish Creek above Reservoir near Scofield, Utah 
~9312600: !White River below Tabbyune Creek near Soldier Summit, Utah 
~9312700: !Beaver Creek near Soldier Summit, Utah 
Kl9312800: !Willow Creek near Castle Gate, Utah 
10011500: !Bear River near Utah-Wyoming State Line 
10026500: !Bear River near Randolph, Utah 
10111700: !Blacksmith Fork below Mill Creek near Hyrum, Utah 
10130500: Weber River near Coalville, Utah 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



10131000: ~halk Creek at Coalville, Utah 
10148200: !fie Fork near Soldier Summit, Utah 
10154200: Provo River near Woodland, Utah 
10155000: Provo River near Hailstone, Utah 
10208500: Oak Creek near Fairview, Utah 
10099000: High Creek near Richmond, Utah 
10104700: Little Bear River below Davenport Creek near A von, Utah 
10108400: !Logan, Hyde Park, and Smithfield Canals at Head near Logan, Utah 
10109000: !Logan River above State Dam near Logan, Utah 
10113500: !Blacksmith Fork above UP&L Company's dam near Hyrum, Utah 
10126000: !Bear River near Corinne, Utah 
10134500: East Canyon Creek near Morgan, Utah 
10136500: Weber River at Gateway, Utah 
10137500: South Fork Ogden River near Huntsville, Utah 
10139300: Wheeler Creek near Huntsville, Utah 
10141000: Weber River near Plain City, Utah 
10146400: Currant Creek near Mona, Utah 
10150500: Spanish Fork River at Castilla,' Utah 
10152000: Spanish Fork River near Lake Shore, Utah 
10159500: !Provo River below Deer Creek Dam, Utah 
10160000: !Deer Creek near Wildwood, Utah 
10163000: !Provo River at Provo, Utah 
10164500: !American Fotk River above upper power plant near American Fork, Utall 
10167000: Jordan River at Narrows near Lehi, Utah 
10170490: Combined Flow Jordan River and Surplus Canal at Salt Lake City, Utah 

- 10172700: Vernon Creek near Vernon, Utah 
10172800: South Willow Creek near Grantsville, Utah 
10172805: North Willow Creek near Grantsville, Utah 
10172870: Trout Creek near Callao, Utah 
10172952: Dunn Creek near Park Valley, Utah 
10219200: Chicken Creek near Levan, Utah 
13077700: [George Creek near Yost, Utah 
9329050: Seven Mile Creek near Fish Lake, Utah 

- 9330000: !Fremont River near Bicknell, Utah 
9337000: !Pine Creek near Escalante, Utah 
9337500: !Escalante River near Escalante, Utah 
9403600: !Kanab Creek near Kanab, Utah 
9405500: North Fork Virgin River near Springdale, Utah 
9405900: North Creek near Virgin, Utah - 9406000: Virgin River at Virgin, Utah 
9406150: La Verkin Creek near LaVerkin, Utah 
9407000: Ash Creek above Toquerville, Utah 
9408000: Leeds Creek near Leeds, Utah 
9408150: Virgin River near Hurricane, Utah 
9408195: lfort Pierce Wash near St. George, Utah 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



09408400 :Santa Clara River near Pine Valley, Utah 
09408500 :Santa Clara-Pinto Diversion near Pinto, Utah 
09409880 : Santa Clara River at Gunlock, Utah 
P941oiOo :Santa Clara River below Wrnsor Dam near Santa Clara, Utah 
09413000 : Santa Clara River at St. George, Utah 
09413200 :Virgin River near Bloomington, Utah 
10173450 :!Mammoth Creek above West Hatch Ditch near Hatch, Utah 
10174500: Sevier River at Hatch, Utah -
10180000: Sevier River near Circleville, Utah 
10183500: Sevier River near Kingston, Utah 
10183900: East Fork Sevier River near Ruby's Inn, Utah 
10189000: lEast Fork Sevier River near Kingston, Utah 
10191500: Sevier River below Piute Dam near Marysvale, Utah 
10194000: Sevier River above Clear Creek near Sevier, Utah 
10194200: ~lear Creek above diversions near Sevier, Utah 
10205000: Sevier River near Sigurd, Utah 
10205030: Salina Creek near Emery, Utah 
10206000: Salina Creek at Salina, Utah 
10215900: !Manti Creek below Dugway Creek near Manti, Utah 
10217000: Sevier River below San Pitch River near Gunnison, Utah 
10219000: Sevier River ne.ar Juab, Utah 
10224000: Sevier River near Lynndyl, Utah 
10234500: !Beaver River.near Beaver, Utah 
10237000: !Beaver River at Adamsville, Utah 
10239000: !Beaver River at Rocky Ford Dam near Minersville, Utah 
10242000: ~oal Creek near Cedar City, Utah 

... 

9180000: !Dolores River near Cisco, Utah 
-· 

9180500: !Colorado River near Cisco, Utah 
9183000: Courthouse Wash near Moab, Utah 
9183500: IMill Creek at Sheley Tunnel near Moab, Utah 
9184000: Mill Creek near Moab, Utah 
9186500: ndian Creek above Cottonwood Creek near Monticello, Utah 
9187000: Cottonwood Creek near Monticello, Utah 
9187550: ndian Creek below Bogus Pocket near Monticello, Utah 
9314500: !Price River at Woodside, Utah 
9319000: l£phraim Tunnel near Ephraim, Utah 
9324500: tottonwood Creek near Orangeville, Utah 
9326500: !Ferron Creek (upper station) near Ferron, Utah 
9328500: San Rafael River near Green River, Utah 
9330230: Fremont River near Cainville, Utah 
9330410: !Bull Creek near Hanksville, Utah 
9330500: !Muddy Creek near Emery, Utah 
9331500: vie Creek above diversions near Emery, Utah 
9333500: IIJirty Devil River above Poison Spring Wash near Hanksville, Utah 
9378170: South Creek above Reservoir near Monticello, Utah 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



~9378200: Montezuma Creek at Golf Course, at Monticello, Utah 
~9378600: Montezuma Creek near Bluff, Utah 
09378630: Recapture Creek near Blanding, Utah 
09379500: San Juan River near Bluff, Utah 
10215700: ~ak Creek near Spring City, Utah 

Credits 
Jack Ralls, 1991. Update, Streamflow Gaging Stations (USGS) Map and List ofLocations and Gaging Station Numbers. 

- Streamflow Gaging Stations (U.S.G.S.) 

Legend 

"' Gaging Station Location 

10026500 Gaging Station ID Number 

10172800 

-

-

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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0. Columbia River Drainage 

The Utah portion of the Columbia River Drainage is found in the extreme 
northwest comer of the state, where the Raft River and several water courses 
drain the northern flank of the Raft River and Goose Creek Mountains. This 
area occupies only a small portion of the state, and runoff from the drainage 
eventually flows into the Columbia River, the primary drainage system of 
the Northwestern United States. 

The elevations in the Utah portion of the Columbia River Drainage range 
from upward of 5,500 feet to 9,600 feet at George Peak. The mean annual 
water yield for this drainage is approximately 2.5 inches (54,200 acre-feet), 
while the mean annual precipitation is approximately 18 inches--or about 
3 89,200 acre-feet. This means that the water yield in the basin amounts to 
only 14 percent of the total precipitation falling on it. The mean annual 
runoff of George Creek (near Yost) is 5, 790 acre-feet. 

Credits 
Jack Ralls, 1991. Text. Utah Division of Water Resources. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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1. Great Salt Lake Desert Basin 

As the name suggests, this river basin is primarily a vast desert area south, 
west, and north of the Great Salt Lake. The basin area is the most arid region 
of the state, with very few perennial streams. The Great Salt Lake is 
officially part of this drainage area, but it is a "terminal lake" and will be 
discussed in another section. The Great Salt Lake receives runoff from three 
major river systems: the Bear, Weber, and Jordan. 

From the hydrograph of Trout Creek shown below, it can be seen that 
streams in this basin have very little flow, except in the runoff months of late 
April through early July--when peak flows occur. In this case, Trout Creek 
shows a flow for one month of up to 4,500 acre-feet during this period of 
time (30 years record). However, during drought periods, the streams in this 
basin carry virtually no runoff during any month. The mean annual runoff of 
Trout Creek (near Callao) is 4,270 acre-feet. 

The Great Salt Lake Desert Drainage Basin occupies about 16,384 square 
miles of vast deserts and basin/range-type mountains of varying elevations. 
The mean annual precipitation for the basin is only about 9 inches--or about 
7.8 million acre-feet. Of this, the mean annual water yield is approximately 
0.7 inches (about 606,000 acre-feet). This means that only 7.7 percent of the 
total precipitation is yielded as runoff. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Jack Ralls, 1991. Drainage basin map and streamflow graph. 

Jack Ralls, 1991. Text. Utah Division of Water Resources. 
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DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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2. Bear River Drainage Basin 

The Bear River Drainage Basin is almost square (in plan view) with a 
panhandle extending south from the southeast comer. High mountain ranges 
divide the basin north and south into almost equal, but oppositely oriented, 
subbasins. The eastern half of the area drains to the north, while the western 
half drains to the south. 

The Bear River has a total length of over 300 miles and originates in Utah 
on the north slopes of the western portion of the Uinta Mountains. It flows 
northward into Wyoming and Idaho, bends sharply around the northernmost 
extension of the Wasatch Range, then heads south, eventually entering 
Utah's Cache Valley, where its major tributaries are the Little Bear, 
Blacksmith Fork, and Logan Rivers. Bear Lake receives runoff from the 
eastern flank of the Bear River Range as well as mountains and hills to the 
south and east. It drains northward into the Bear River in Idaho. 

Within the Bear River drainage area, the elevation varies from 4,200 feet 
above MSL at the Great Salt Lake, to nearly 13,000 feet high in the Uinta 
Mountains. The mean elevation for this basin is 6,500 feet. Fifty percent of 
the land area of the basin varies from 5,500 to 7,350 feet. Only 16.5 percent 
of the land is below 5, 000 feet. Most of the agricultural lands occur in the 
elevation range from 4,300 to 4,860 feet (above Mean Sea Level). 

The mean annual water yield for the Utah portion of the Bear River Basin is 
approximately 6.2 inches (about 1.04 million acre-feet), while the mean 
annual precipitation amounts to approximately 19.8 inches--or 3.3 million 
acre-feet. This means that 13.6 inches of water (about 68 percent of the total 
precipitation) is consumed on the watershed without producing measurable 
runoff. The mean annual runoff of the Bear River (near Corinne) is 
1,200,000 acre-feet. 

The Bear River Basin is divided into ten hydrologic subareas, as determined 
by the location of USGS streamflow gaging stations that provide good 
measurement records of inflow and outflow. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Credits 
Jack Ralls 1991. Drainage basin map and streamflow graph. 

Jack Ralls 1991. Text. Utah Division ofWater Resources. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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3. Weber Drainage Basin 

The Weber River Basin is a flat, fertile plain formed by the alluvial deposits 
of ancient Lake Bonneville. At the mouth of Weber Canyon lies the Weber 
River delta. Rising abruptly from the valley floor are the Wasatch Mountains 
which extend in a north-south direction, separating the flat valley lands from 
the rolling hills and mountain valleys of the interior of the hydrologic unit. 
The southeast comer of the basin is located high in the Uinta Mountains. 

The Weber River has its headquarters on the northwestern flank of the Uinta 
Mountains. It receives runoff from all of Morgan County and much of 
Weber and Summit Counties. The major tributaries to the Weber River are 
Beaver Creek, East Canyon Creek, and the Ogden River, which drains 
Ogden Valley and the eastern portion of Weber County. It joins the Weber 
River in the valley area just before the (Weber) river terminates in the Great 
Salt Lake. The Ogden River drains what was once an arm of the old Lake 
Bonneville; and is now made up of three branches which transverse the 
Ogden Valley and meet at the head of narrow Ogden Canyon. 

Within the Weber River drainage area, the elevation varies from 4,200 feet 
above MSL at the Great Salt Lake, to 11,200 feet high in the Uinta 
Mountains. The mean elevation for this area is 6,700 feet. Fifty percent of 
the area ranges from 5,900 feet to 7,400 feet; only 16 percent of the total 
area is less than 5,000 feet, but it is in this area that most of the population 
of the basin resides. 

The mean annual water yield for the Weber River Basin is approximately 7 
inches (about 908,900 acre-feet), while the mean annual precipitation 
amounts to approximately 23 inches--or nearly 3 million acre-feet. This 
means that about 16 inches of water (about 70 percent of the total 
precipitation) is consumed on the watershed without producing measurable 
runoff. The mean annual runoff of the Weber River (near Plain City) is 
352,000 acre-feet. 

The Weber River Basin is divided into nine hydrologic subareas, as 
determined by the location of those USGS streamflow gaging stations that 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Credits 
Jack Ralls 1991. Drainage basin map and streamflow graph. 

Jack Ralls 1991. Text. Utah Division of Water Resources. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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4. Jordan River Drainage Basin 

The Jordan River Drainage Basin encompasses the portion of the Wasatch 
Front extending from Salt Lake City to Nephi. It includes all of two counties 
(Salt Lake and Utah) and portions of four others. The western part of 
Wasatch County and a small part of Summit County comprise the upper 
Provo River Basin; Utah County and a portion of Juab County comprise the 
remainder of the Utah Lake portion of the drainage. Together, these areas 
comprise the upper portion of the Jordan River Basin. Salt Lake County is 
considered the lower portion of the Jordan River Basin. 

The 40-mile-long Jordan River connects Utah Lake with the Great Salt Lake. 
However, the size and location of the population centers within this drainage 
make the distribution of surface water the most complex in the state. 
Practically all of the flow of the Jordan River is diverted for irrigation during 
the summer months before it reaches the Great Salt Lake. 

Utah Lake receives most of its water from the Provo and Spanish Fork 
Rivers and groundwater flow. The Provo River originates in the 
southwestern margin of the Uinta Mountains and drains portions of 
Wasatch, Summit, and Utah Counties; the Spanish Fork River and its 
tributaries drain portions of the southern Wasatch Range. Other important 
drainages into Utah Lake are Hobble Creek and the American Fork River. 

The Upper Provo portion of the basin is surrounded by mountains of the 
Wasatch and Uinta ranges. Elevations range from about 5,200 feet (in Provo 
Canyon) to over 11,000 feet in the surrounding mountains. The floors of the 
principal valleys range between 5,500 and 6,500 feet. The valleys of this 
area receive an average of 15 to 20 inches of precipitation a year, but usually 
less than 8 inches falls during the May-September growing season. 

- Utah County, plus a portion of Juab County, encompass the Utah Lake 
portion of the basin. Elevations in the county range from 4,500 feet (at Utah 
Lake and the Jordan River) to over 11,000 feet in the Wasatch Mountains. 
The mean annual precipitation in the mountainous areas is 25 to 40 inches; 
in the valleys it is 12 to 20 inches, but usually less than 6 inches falls during 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



the April-September growing season. 

Salt Lake County comprises the lower portion of the Jordan River Drainage 
Basin. Elevations range from 4,200 feet (at Great Salt Lake) to over 11,000 
feet in the Wasatch Mountains. The county is bisected by the Jordan River 
which runs south to north through the Salt Lake Valley. The average annual 
precipitation in the valley ranges from 12 to 20 inches, but usually less than 
7 inches falls during the April-September growing season. 

The mean annual water yield for the Jordan River Drainage Basin is 
approximately 5 inches (roughly 980,100 acre-feet), while the mean annual 
precipitation is approximately 20 inches--or 4,074,200 acre-feet). This 
means that about 15 inches of water (75 percent of the total precipitation) is 
consumed in the basin. The mean annual runoff of the Jordan River at Salt 
Lake City is 105,800 acre-feet. 

4. Jordan River- al: Sal Lake Cly. Lb.h 
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Credits 
Jack Ralls 1991 . Drainage basin map and streamflow graph. 

Jack Ralls 1991. Text. Utah Division of Water Resources. 
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DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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5. Sevier River Basin 

The Sevier River Drainage is a horseshoe-shaped basin located in the central 
portion of Utah, and is one of the major river drainages of the state. It 
contains approximately 10,522 square miles of high plateaus, narrow 
valleys, and broad desert areas. It is a closed basin with no outward 
drainage. The basin is bounded on the east and south by the Colorado River 
Basin, on the west by the Beaver River Basin, and on the north by the Great 
Salt Lake Desert Basin. The Sevier River once entered what was prehistoric 
Lake Bonneville. In most recent times, when water is available, the river 
discharges into Sevier Lake. However, irrigation developments since the 
turn of the century have depleted the river to the point that now only 
occasional flood flows reach the lake. 

The mountain ranges of the Sevier River Basin trend in a southwest to 
northwest direction. The mountains on the east are high plateaus, but basin 
and range types dominate the western portion. Valleys are long and narrow, 
except where the river flows into the Sevier Desert. Elevations range from 
4,500 feet to 12,173 feet above MSL. 

The Sevier River has its headwaters in the Markagunt and Paunsaugunt 
Plateaus of south-central Utah and flows generally northward to Sevier 
Bridge Reservoir, where it begins a sweeping turn to the northwest and then 
southwest into the Sevier Desert where it terminates in Sevier Lake. The 
river is 225 miles long. The East Fork Sevier River, the San Pitch River, and 
Otter Creek are the major tributaries to the Sevier River. 

Precipitation varies widely over the Sevier River Basin. The mean annual 
precipitation is approximately 13 inches (roughly 7,982,900 acre-feet). The 
mean annual runoff from this is approximately 2 inches--or 1,074,000 
acre-feet. This means that the water yield in this basin equals only about 
13.5 percent of the total precipitation falling on it. In actuality, no water 
leaves the Sevier River Basin because it is a closed basin and the depletions 
equal the water yield. The mean annual runoff of the Sevier River near 
Lynndyl is 184,000 acre-feet; of that, only 20,907 acre-feet (or less) actually 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



reach Sevier Lake--where it evaporates. 
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Credits 
Jack Ralls 1991. Drainage basin map and streamflow graph. 

Jack Ralls 1991. Text. Utah Division of Water Resources. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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6. Cedar-Beaver Drainage Basin 

The Cedar-Beaver River Basin is located in southwestern Utah. It 
encompasses the Escalante Desert and extends into the "shoe" of the Sevier 
River Basin. Drainage is generally north toward the Sevier River, and the 
Beaver River is the largest stream in the basin. At one time, the river 
emptied into the Sevier River and/or ancient Lake Bonneville, but now it 
empties into the wetlands region of Clear Lake. 

The mean annual water yield for the Cedar-Beaver Drainage is 
approximately 1 inch (271,900 acre-feet). The mean annual precipitation for 
this drainage is approximately 13 inches--or about 3.6 million acre-feet. This 
means that the annual water yield in the basin amounts to only about 7.5 
percent of the total precipitation falling on it. The mean annual runoff of the 
Beaver River (near Beaver) is 38,540 acre-feet. 

6. Beaver River Near Beaver. Utah 
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Credits 
Jack Ralls 1991 . Drainage basin map and streamflow graph. 

Jack Ralls 1991. Text. Utah Division of Water Resources. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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7. Uintah Hydrologic Study Unit 

The Uintah Hydrologic Study Unit is in fact within the Colorado River 
drainage. The Green River is the largest river in the unit. This river 
originates in Wyoming's Wind River Mountains, flows through Flaming 
Gorge, dips into Colorado where it is joined by the Yampa River, and then 
turns southwest and south into the Canyonlands area. Within this study unit, 
the major tributaries to the Green River are: the Duchesne and Uinta Rivers 
which drain the south slopes of the Uinta Mountains; the White River, 
draining Colorado's Roan Plateau; and Nine Mile Creek which drains a 
portion of the Book Cliffs. 

Within the Uintah Hydrologic Study Unit, the elevation varies from 4,040 
feet above sea level, to over 13,000 feet in the Uinta Mountains. The mean 
elevation for this area is 6, 700 feet. The two major population centers in the 
basin are Roosevelt and V emal in Ashley Valley (the elevation at the V emal 
airport is 5,281 feet). 

The mean annual water yield for the Uintah Study Unit is approximately 3.4 
inches (roughly 1.98 million acre-feet), while the mean annual precipitation 
amounts to about 16.5 inches--or about 9.73 million acre-feet. This means 
that the water yield in the basin amounts to only 20.4 percent of the total 
precipitation falling on it. The mean annual runoff of the Duchesne River 
(near Randlett) is 439,000 acre-feet; the mean annual runoff of the White 
River (near Watson) is 511,500 acre-feet; and the mean annual runoff of the 
Green River (at Green River, Utah) is 4,632,000 acre-feet. 

The Uintah Hydrologic Study Unit has been divided into five drainage areas. 
One of these drainage areas is the Upper Green River. It is unique in that it 
is the upper-most drainage (in Utah) of the Colorado River system. It is also 
the second of the two river systems that drain the north flank of the Uinta 
Mountains (the Bear River Drainage is the other). This area also includes 
part of the Yampa River Drainage in Colorado. 

-0 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Credits 
Jack Ralls 1991. Drainage basin map and streamflow graph. 

Jack Ralls 1991. Text. Utah Division ofWater Resources. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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8. West Colorado Drainage 

The West Colorado Drainage area encompasses the east-central portion of 
the state. This area includes the drainage of five rivers (besides the 
Colorado): the Green River; the Price River which drains a portion of the 
east side of the Wasatch Plateau and south side of the Book Cliffs; the San 
Rafael River which drains the San Rafael Swell; the Dirty Devil River which 
drains portions of the San Rafael Swell and the eastern flank of the High 
Plateaus; and the Escalante River which also drains the east flank of the 
High Plateaus. These also reflect five of the six hydrologic subdivisions 
within the West Colorado Drainage. 

The topography of the West Colorado Drainage is very irregular. It 
encompasses both high mountains and desert areas, including the San Rafael 
Swell. Elevations range from 4,600 feet to over 11,300 feet. Of the total area 
in this drainage, 10 percent is below 5,000 feet; 20 percent is above 7,000 
feet (10 percent above 9,000 feet); and 70 percent is over 6,500 feet in 
elevation. 

The Price River Drainage has elevations ranging from 4,500 to over 9,000 
feet above sea level. Within the San Rafael drainage area, the elevation 
varies from 4,000 to 11,300 feet. The upper portion has a mean elevation of 
about 9,000 feet, while the lower portion has a mean elevation of 5,900 feet. 
Elevations within the Dirty Devil drainage area range from over 11,000 feet 
in the Fish Lake Mountains and Aquarius Plateau to about 3,470 feet at Hite. 
The elevation of the Escalante River Drainage area ranges from about 6,000 
to 11,300 feet. 

The mean annual water yield for the West Colorado Drainage is 
approximately 1.2 inches (about 981,200 acre-feet), while the mean annual 
precipitation is approximately 11.3 inches--about 9,364,200 acre-feet. This 
means that the water yield in the basin amounts to only 10.5 percent of the 
total precipitation falling on it. The mean annual runoff of the Price River (at 
Woodside) is 92,7 40 acre-feet; the mean annual runoff of the San Rafael 
River (near Green River, Utah) is 113,700 acre-feet; the mean annual runoff 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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for the Dirty Devil River (near Hanksville) is 74,620 acre-feet; and the mean 
annual runoff for the Escalante River (near Escalante) is 10,800 acre-feet. 

8. Escalante River Near Escalante, utah 
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Jack Ralls 1991. Drainage basin map and streamflow graph. 

Jack Ralls 1991. Text. Utah Division ofWater Resources. 
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9. Southeast Colorado Drainage 

The Southeast Colorado Drainage area encompasses the east end of the 
Book Cliffs and the Colorado River in its eastern drainage--through the 
southeast comer of the state, west to, and including, the Utah portion of the 
Paria River Drainage. Above its confluence with the Green River, the major 
tributary to the Colorado River is the Dolores River, with headwaters in 
Colorado. Below the confluence with the Green, there are no longer any 
major tributaries to the Colorado River. 

At one time, however, the San Juan River, with headwaters in the Four 
Comers area and runoff (also) from Colorado, the Dirty Devil River, and the 
Escalante River all entered the Colorado River directly. Now, they flow into 
Lake Powell. Of these, the San Juan River is in the Southeast Colorado 
drainage area. Also included in the Southeast Colorado Drainage is the Paria 
River Basin which drains the southeast slopes of the Paunsaugunt Plateau 
(High Plateaus) and flows into Arizona, meeting the Colorado River near 
Lees Ferry. 

The Southeast Colorado drainage area lies near the center of the Colorado 
Plateau Province and includes portions of the Canyonlands area of the state. 
Elevations within this drainage range from a low of 3, 160 feet, where the 
Colorado River crosses the Utah-Arizona state line (none inundated by Lake 
Powell), to over 13,000 feet in the La Sal Mountains. 

The mean annual water yield for the Southeast Colorado Drainage is 
approximately 1 inch (about 651,400 acre-feet), while the mean annual 
precipitation amounts to approximately 11.8 inches--or about 8.8 million 
acre-feet. This means that the water yield in the basin amounts to only 7.5 
percent of the total precipitation falling on it. The mean annual runoff of the 
Colorado River (at Utah-Colorado state line) is 4,611,000 acre-feet; the 
Dolores River (near Cisco) is 612,200 acre-feet; and the mean annual runoff 
of the San Juan River (near Bluff) is 1,876,000 acre-feet. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Credits 
Jack Ralls 1991. Drainage basin map and streamflow graph. 

Jack Ralls 1991. Text. Utah Division ofWater Resources. 
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10. Virgin River/Kanab Creek 

The Virgin River/Kanab Creek area is located in the extreme southwest 
comer of Utah. The Virgin River is the principal stream in this drainage. 
The Virgin River system, along with the Santa Clara River and La Verkin 
Creek, drain the Pine Valley Mountains as well as the Zion National Park 
area on the south flank of the High Plateaus. The Virgin River flows into 
Arizona through the Virgin River Gorge before entering Nevada, where it 
meets the White Cliffs portion of this drainage basin and flows into Arizona 
where it meets the Colorado River. 

The elevations in the Virgin River/Kanab Creek area range from 2,400 feet 
in the lower Virgin River area to 10,691 feet in the Pine Valley Mountains. 
Of the total area in this drainage, 10 percent is below 3,500 feet; 50 percent 
is above/below 5,500 feet; and only 10 percent is above 7,500 feet. 

Snowmelt runoff in April and May makes up the largest percentage of 
streamflow in this drainage area. However, a significant portion of the flow 
of the Virgin River comes from surface runoff resulting from rainfall, most 
of which occurs in the lower elevations during winter and in the higher 
elevations in the summer. In the Virgin River/Kanab Creek area, floods 
resulting from rainfall have historically been more severe than those 
associated with snowmelt. 

Like the West Colorado Drainage, the mean annual water yield for the 
Virgin River/Kanab Creek area is approximately 1.2 inches (about 217,240 
acre-feet). The mean annual precipitation for this drainage is approximately 
15.5 inches--or about 2.87 million acre-feet. This means that the water yield 
in the basin amounts to only about 7.6 percent of the total precipitation 
falling on it. The mean annual runoff of Kanab Creek (near Kanab) is 
11,370 acre-feet; the mean annual runoff of the Santa Clara River (at St. 
George) is 5,780 acre-feet; and the mean annual runoff of the Virgin River 
(near Bloomington) is 205,000 acre-feet. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Credits 
Jack Ralls 1991. Drainage basin map and streamflow graph. 

Jack Ralls 1991. Text. Utah Division ofWater Resources. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Streamflow and Depletions Diagrams 

The strea flow and depletions within a study unit can be represented in 
schematic form by use of a flow diagram. This diagram is used to indicate 
the mean annual water budget and shows the balance of inflow and outflow 
in the study unit. It can be "customized" to show specific inflows, 
diversions, depletions, etc. 

Although each flow diagram will be representative of a particular study unit, 
they all have certain things in common. Flows entering the system are 
generally shown by arrows into the main stem; diversions out of the main 
stem are shown by "out" arrows; other depletions such as evaporation, 
exports, wetland consumptive use, etc.m are also shown by arrows going out 
from the main stem. In almost all flow diagrams, the width of the main stem 
and in/out arrows indicate a relative volume, usually in l,OOO's of acre-feet. 

The contributions and depletions of each river or import/export system 
within the total (system) can be followed throughout the study unit from the 
time the main river enters (or begins in) the study unit until it leaves (or ends 
in) the unit. Thus, the flow system can be summarized in one graphical 
presentation. On the following pages, see how schematic flow diagrams can 
range from the simplified summary-type (Provo River) to the very detailed 
(Virgin River). 

Credits 
Jack Ralls, 1991. Text. Utah Division of Water Resources. 

Update, Provo River System, Oral Communication, Division of Water Resources, 1991. 

Hydrologic Inventory of the Utah Lake Drainage Area, 1969. 

Weber River System. Draft Update, 1983, Hydrologic Inventory of the Weber River System, 1970. 

-
DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 

assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Water Storage Reservoirs in Utah 

The map on the next page shows the water storage reservoirs in Utah and 
the corresponding table showing the capacity or maximum amount of water 
that can be stored in each reservoir. The table does not indicate surface area 
which can be misleading as to the size of a reservoir. For example, a room 
10 feet wide by 15 feet long by 8 feet high (10' x 15' x 8') has a floor that is 
10' x 15' or 150 square feet of surface area. The capacity of the room is 10' x 
15' x 8' or 1,200 cubic feet. 

For a large room or 10' x 15' x 10' the floor surface area of 10' x 15' would 
remain 150 square feet. However, with the increase in height from 8' to 1 0' 
the capacity of the room increases to 1,500 cubic feet. If these two rooms 
were reservoirs the surface area of 150 square feet would be seen but not the 
increase in capacity from 1,200 cubic feet to 1,500 cubic feet. 

To illustrate, the Arthur V. Watkins Reservoir (Willard Bay) has a surface 
area of9,000 acres and a water storage capacity of215,000 ac-ft. The Sevier 
Bridge Reservoir has a surface area of 10,905 acres and a water storage 
capacity of236,145 ac-ft. Even though the Sevier Bridge Reservoir has a 
surface area more than twice that of Willard Bay, its storage capacity is less 
than one percent more than Willard Bay. 

By increasing the depth of Willard Bay, engineers designed a reservoir with 
less surface area and nearly the same storage capacity as one that appears 
larger. 

------- --
Credits 
Jerry Olds and William E. Schlotthauer. 1990. Update. Water Storage Reservoirs in Utah Map and 
Table. Developing a State Water Plan: Utah's Water Resources- Problems and Needs- A Challenge, 
page 45, 1963. Utah Water and Power Board and Utah State University. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Ground Water 
In Utah, ground water is viewed as a very valuable resource. It is found 
throughout the state, from the fractured rocks of the Uinta Mountains to the 
alluvial valleys of the western deserts. This widespread occurrence has made 
it a major factor in the economic growth and development of Utah. In wetter 
areas, groundwater supplements surface supplies for most uses. Where more 
arid conditions exist, groundwater supplies most, if not all, of the local water 
needs. Some communities obtain all of their water from wells and springs as 
do numerous rural and suburban households. 

In 1985, of the 4,685,000 acre-feet of freshwater used in Utah annually, 
groundwater accounted for 886,300 acre-feet or 18.9 percent of this. Of this 
groundwater withdrawal, agriculture accounted for 466,000 acre-feet or 52.6 
percent. Public suppliers use 335,000 acre-feet or 37.9 percent, while 
industry and mining accounted for 80,000 acre-feet or 9.0 percent, and 
domestic and commercial users diverted the remaining 5,300 acre-feet or 
0.06 percent. This is enough water to irrigate more than 100,000 acres of 
land, supply a city more than one million people, provide for some 3,500 
rural homes, and a large number of industrial and mining operations. 

Groundwater withdrawals generally originate from either wells or springs. 
Of the 886,300 acre-feet used annually, 733,000 acre-feet or 83 percent is 
withdrawn by wells and 152,000 acre-feet or 17 percent is taken directly 
from springs. Most of the well water (80 percent) is used for agriculture and 
public supply; most of the spring water (85 percent) is used for public 
supply. 

All groundwater is found in water-bearing formations called aquifers. About 
98 percent of the wells in the state obtain water from unconsolidated 
formations of sand, gravel, silt, and clay. The remaining two percent get 
water from consolidated formations such as fractured granite, cavernous 
limestone, and sandstone. Wells in unconsolidated aquifers are drilled into 
the eroded, saturated sediments that have washed down from the 
surrounding mountains to form the valleys of the Great Basin and the 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



shallow, narrow river valleys of the Colorado River Basin. The Salt Lake 
Valley is an example of the former, while Spanish Valley near Moab typifies 
the latter. These wells are usually less than 500 feet deep, but some are as 
deep as 1 ,200 feet. 

Wells fmished in consolidated aquifers are usually deeper than those in 
unconsolidated material and get their water by intersecting water bearing 
cracks, fissures, voids, faults, and caverns. Some of the more porous rocks, 
such as coarse-grained sandstones, have been known to yield usable 
amounts of water in their unaltered state. This situation can be found in 
some portions of the Navajo Sandstone in southern Utah. 

Springs usually occur either when the aquifer is spilling or when it is 
leaking. In the frrst condition, the bulk of the aquifer is below the elevation 
of the spring. The aquifer is filled with water and is spilling as more water is 
added from above; much as a pitcher spills when overflowing. If the water 
level in the aquifer drops below the level of the spring; the spring goes dry. 
In the second case, the bulk of the aquifer is above the level of the spring 
and water moves down through the aquifer until it reaches a less permeable 
layer. The water then moves laterally and discharges at the spring. A 
saturated sponge stood on end would behave in a like manner. 

Water moves from the fractures of the consolidated aquifer of the mountains 
into the unconsolidated aquifers of the valley. As it enters the valley 
aquifers, the water moves more readily through the unconsolidated 
formations where permeability is greatest. Where the water is at atmospheric 
pressure, a water table aquifer is found. If the water pressure is greater than 
atmosphe~ic due to an overlying layer of less permeable materials, an 
artesian aquifer is found. In a water table aquifer, the water level in a well is 
at the top of the saturated portion of the geologic formation. In an artesian 
aquifer, the water level in the well will rise above the top of the saturated 
zone due to the greater than atmospheric pressure of the water. When the 
water level in the well rises above the land surface, a flowing artesian 
condition is said to exist. 

Credits 
Olds, Jerry and/or Willaim E. Schlotthauer, 1991/92. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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The map shows the known and probable groundwater reservoirs in Utah and 
the corresponding table at the end of this section shows the estimated 
pumpage. 

Ground water is found throughout the state, but in many places it is not 
found in sufficient quantity and/or quality to make its use feasible. Areas 
where ground water is found in recoverable quantity and quality are 
commonly referred to as groundwater reservoirs. Known reservoirs are those 
which have experienced significant development and use of the resource. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



Probable reservoirs have little or no development, but geophysical evidence 
shows that a viable resource may exist. 

Most of the known groundwater reservoirs do, in fact, coincide with 
established areas of agricultural and economic development. Many of these 
known reservoirs are unconsolidated aquifers; the Wasatch Front and the 
valleys of the Sevier River are two examples. Other known reservoirs, such 
as Lisbon Valley in San Juan County and the Colton area of Carbon County, 
are consolidated rock aquifers. 

Probable groundwater reservoirs are generally in areas with little agriculture 
or economic development. However, scientific evidence indicates that these 
areas have a potential for development. The alluvial valleys of the western 
desert and the Navajo Sandstone in south-central Utah are good examples. 
While some of these potential reservoirs are thought to contain large 
quantities of water in storage, the amounts actually available for 
development may be quite limited due to the small amount of natural 
recharge they receive. 

Credits 
Update, 1990, Division ofWater Rights. Developing a State Water Plan: Utah's Water Resources 
-Problems and Needs- A Challenge, Utah State University and Utah Water and Power Board, 1963. 

Table. William E. Schlotthauer, 1990. Written Communication, Division of Water Rights. 

I DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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As the settlement of Utah proceeded, surface water was developed 
first because it was the most accessible and cheapest water source 
available. As unused surface water became more scarce, 
groundwater came more and more to the forefront of development. 
Generally, springs were developed first due to their accessibility 
and gravity-fed delivery systems. As unused springs became 
harder to find, w~lls were the next water source to come on-line. In 
areas of the state where flowing artesian conditions exist, these 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



types of wells were commonly constructed first. Although they 
were usually the last to be developed, pumped wells are now a 
major water source. 

The map shows areas of groundwater development and 
corresponding types of water-bearing rocks. Areas of major 
development are defined as those with an annual well withdrawal 
in excess of 15,000 acre-feet. The general pattern shown by the 
map indicates that groundwater development is greatest on the 
west side of the Wasatch Plateau. The table on the next page 
shows the principal type of water-bearing rocks in each area. 

Credits 
After, Gail E. Gordy and Others, 1988. Developing a State Water Plan: Ground-Water 
Conditions in Utah, Spring of 1988. Cooperative Investigations Report No. 28. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



Major Areas of Groundwater Development in Utah 

No. Area 
Principal Type of 

Water-Bearing Rocks 
1. Grouse Creek Valley Unconsolidated 
2. Park Valley Unconsolidated 
3. Curlew Valley Unconsolidated and Consolidated 

~- Malad-Lower Bear River Valley Unconsolidated 
5. Cache Valley Unconsolidated 
6. Bear Lake Valley Unconsolidated 
7. Upper Bear River Valley Unconsolidated 
8. Ogden Valley Unconsolidated 
9. East Shore Area ~Unconsolidated 
10. Salt Lake Valley ~Unconsolidated 
11. Tooele Valley ru nconsolidated 
12. Dugway Area ru nconsolidated 

Skull Valley ru nconsolidated 
Old River Bed ru nconsolidated 

13. Cedar Valley, Utah County !Unconsolidated 
14. fUtah and Goshen Valleys ru nconsolidated 
15. ~eber Valley ru nconsolidated 
16. Puchesne River Area fUnconsolidated and Consolidated 
17. !Vernal Area !Unconsolidated and Consolidated 
18. Sanpete Valley !Unconsolidated and Consolidated 
19. ~uab Valley ru nconsolidated 
l20. Central Sevier Valley ru nconsolidated 

flipper Sevier Valleys ru nconsolidated 
fUpper Fremont River Valley ~Unconsolidated and Consolidated 

l21. ti>avant Valley fUnconsolidated and Consolidated 
22. Sevier Desert fUn consolidated 
23. Snake Valley ru nconsolidated 
24. Milford Area ru nconsolidated 
25. tBeaver Valley ru nconsolidated 
26. Monticello Area Consolidated 
l27. tBlanding Area Consolidated 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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To provide baseline data on the state's groundwater resources, a network of 
observation wells has been installed in the known groundwater basins shown 
in the map above. Water level measurements in the wells and water quality 
samples are taken at periodic intervals. Data from these wells show both 
short- and long-term trends in water levels, and long-term trends in water 
quality. The data obtained from the observation well network are published 
annually in graphic form by the United States Geological Survey, the Utah 
Division of Water Rights, and the Utah Division of Water Resources in a 

-
DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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Cooperative Investigations report. The United States Geological Survey also 
publishes the data annually in tabular form in its "Water Resources Data for 
Utah" series. 

Credits 
After, Data from U.S. Geological Survey, 1991. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Major Springs of Utah 
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Although the exact number of springs in Utah is not known, little 
exaggeration would be involved if Utah were called "The Land of 10,000 
Springs." The locations of major springs are shown in the map to the right. 

Most major springs having discharges of several cubic feet per second or 
more are in or near mountains ranges or plateaus where precipitation is 
much greater than in other parts of the state. The largest instantaneous 
discharge observed at any spring was 314 (cubic feet per second) at 
Mammoth Spring in southwestern Utah. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Discharges exceeding 200 (cubic feet per second) have been observed at 
Swan Creek Spring in northern Utah near Bear Lake, and discharges of200 
(cubic feet per second) have been reported for Big Brush Creek Spring in 
eastern Utah near Vernal. Maximum discharges of several other springs 
range from 25 to 90 (cubic feet per second). Maximum discharges generally 
are during or within a few weeks after the main period of snowmelt, which 
is usually from late April to the middle of June. 

The largest springs generally discharge from or very near carbonate rocks in 
which solution channels and fractures are numerous or from areas of porous 
or fractured volcanic rocks. Most nonthermal springs in Utah probably are 
variable springs--that is, their variability of discharge exceeds 100 percent. 

Most of the major springs discharge water that contains less than 500 ppm 
(parts per million) of dissolved solids, and most of the water is of the 
calcium bicarbonate type. Water from springs is used for domestic, 
municipal, irrigation, livestock, mining, and industrial purposes. 

Credits 
Revisedfrom, J. C. Mundorff, Hydrologist, U.S. Geological Survey, Nonthermal Springs of Utah, 
Utah Geological and Mineral Survey Water Resources Bulletin 16, 1971. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Withdrawals from Wells in Major Groundwater Basins 
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The map above shows those groundwater basins where the annual withdrawal from 
wells is in excess of 15,000 acre-feet. The water comes mainly from unconsolidated 
aquifers of alluvium and other basin-fill sediments. These basins are located in the most 
heavily developed areas of the state. In all but Salt Lake and Utah/Goshen Valleys, the 
dominant groundwater use is for irrigated agriculture. In Salt Lake Valley, the dominant 
use is for public supply while in Utah/Goshen Valley's ground water is used for 
irrigation and public supply equally. The bar graphs on the next page show the 
groundwater withdrawals in these valleys 1963 through 1987. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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In Utah, hot springs and significant geothermal resource areas are located in 
the western half of the state. Related to segments of the Wasatch and related 
faults, low-temperature (less than 90 degrees C) geothermal water is present 
along the Wasatch Front stretching from near the Utah-Idaho border 
southward through Utah Valley. The Midway Hot Springs lie east of the 
Wasatch Range and are not related to the Wasatch Fault. Low-temperature 
geothermal water is also present in shallow aquifers in Skull Valley west of 
the Stansbury Mountains, near Wendover along the Utah-Nevada border, 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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and in isolated locations in north-central and northwest Box Elder County. 
Low-temperature geothermal systems are also known within the Escalante 
Valley of Iron County, and within the Santa Clara and Virgin River valleys 
of Washington County. 

Seven known moderate- to high-temperature hydrothermal systems occur in 
or along the margins of intermountain valleys of southwest Utah. 
Geothermal systems are found at Fumarole Butte (Crater Springs), 
Monroe-Red Hill, Joseph, Cove Fort, Roosevelt, Thermo, and Newcastle, 
and are collectively placed in the "Sevier thermal area." Young intrusive 
bodies may supply some of the heat for geothermal systems in the Sevier 
thermal area. 

Presently, geothermal power units are operational at Roosevelt Hot Spring 
(20 MW capacity) and at Cove Fort (3.6 MW capacity, 6.5 MW under 
construction). Low to moderate temperature geothermal fluids are utilized at 
Monroe-Red Hill for a resort, and at Newcastle for heating greenhouses. 
Near Crystal Hot Springs in Salt Lake County thermal water is used in space 
heating applications at greenhouses and the Utah State penitentiary. 

Credits 
Figure adapted from: Utah Geological and Mineral Survey, 1980, Geothermal Resources of Utah, 
1980: Map prepared by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration for the U.S. 
Department of Energy, Scale 1:500,000. 

D.R. Mabey and K.E. Budding, 1987. High-Temperature Geothermal Resources of Utah: Utah 
Geological and Mineral Survey Bulletin 123, 64 p. Text by Robert Blackett, Geologist, Utah 
Geological and Mineral Survey. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Shallow Groundwater in Utah 

Legend 

0 Depth to groundwater 
generally less than 1 0 feet 

• 
Depth to groundwater 
generally less than 30 feet 

Groundwater less than 30 feet deep in unconsolidated deposits underlies 
about 15 percent of Utah. Most shallow groundwater occurs in central basin 
areas and stream valleys in the western half of the state and is maintained by 
surface water infiltration and upward leakage from underlying artesian 
systems. Groundwater is less than 10 feet deep throughout the extensive salt 
flats of the Great Salt Lake Desert, around Great Salt Lake, and beneath wet 
playas, along streams, and near lakes in many of the lowland areas. With the 
exception of the Uinta Basin, shallow groundwater in eastern Utah is 
generally localized in bottoms of narrow canyons. 

Many population centers in the state are in areas susceptible to shallow 
groundwater problems. Rising water tables have caused flooding in 
basements, storage tanks, underground utilities, waste dumps, and 
septic-tank soil-absorption fields. Such rises in water tables have mobilized 
contaminants and threatened local groundwater quality. Areas with the 

--. 
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potential for large earthquakes, such as the Wasatch Front, are vulnerable to 
damage caused by liquefaction of cohesionless silty and sandy deposits 
saturated at shallow depths. 

Credits 
Figure adapted from Compilation: by Suzanne Hecker and Kimm M. Harty with digital compilation 
by Janine L. Jarva; Text: Suzanne Hecker, Kimm M. Harty, and Gary E. Christenson, 1988, Shallow 
Ground Water and Related Hazards in Utah, Utah Geological and Mineral Survey, Map 110. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Water Level Changes 

A water level change map serves a useful purpose as an indicator of aquifer 
conditions. If water levels decline by a substantial amount, then 
overpumping of the groundwater may be occurring. Similarly, such declines 
can indicate the severity of drought conditions. When water levels rise, there 
is a possibility the precipitation is above normal or groundwater withdrawals 
have decreased. The following maps show water level changes (March 1963 
to March 1983) for different Utah areas. 

Credits 
Water level figure adapted from: Cynthia L. Appeal and Others, 1983, Developing a State Water 
Plan: Ground-Water Conditions in Utah, Spring of 1983, Cooperative Investigations Report Number 
23 . 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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In Cache Valley, water levels have remained fairly constant over the 20-year period 
illustrated here. This indicates that recharge has remained somewhat constant and/or 
groundwater use has not increased substantially and that aquifer equilibrium is being 
maintained. 
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Groundwater conditions in the East Shore (Wasatch Front area in Davis and Weber 
Counties) area s~ow marked differences. The northern 90 percent of this area shows water 
level decline; over 20 feet of decline in the area west of Hill Air Force Base. Only in the 
southern and extreme northern ends were water level rises detected. However, these .rises 
of less than eight feet are not sufficient to offset the declines elsewhere. The data indicate 
that discharge has exceeded recharge for this period of time, and water is being taken out 
of storage. 
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Salt Lake Valley is a valley in transition. Throughout most of the valley, there has been a 
rise in groundwater levels. The rise is greatest in the southwest and northeast quadrants. In 
the southeast quadrant, water levels declined as much as 10 to 15 feet. The main reason for 
the decline is the increase in pumping by public water suppliers. Water level change maps 
such as these, and the ones that follow, serve as a valuable tool for administrators in 
regulating the state's groundwater resources. 
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Tooele Valley 
Water Level Changes in Artesian Aquifers 
(March 1963 to March 1983) 
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Utah Valley 
Water Level Changes in the Shallow 
Artesian Aquifer m Rocks of Pleistocene Age 
(March-Apri/1963 to March 1983) 
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Utah Valley 
Water Level Changes in the Deep Artesian 
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Cedar Valley 
Water Level Clum es 
(March 1963 to ';larch 1983) 
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Water Level Clumges 
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Water Level Changes 
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Water Level Changes 
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Cedar City Valley 
Water Level Changes 
(March 1963 to March 1983) 
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Milford Area, Escalante Valley 
Water Leuel Changes 
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Areas of Known Groundwater Recharge and Discharge 

Areas of Known 
Groundwater 
Recharge and 

Discharge 
Lege~~d 

r::::J Areas ol Recharge 
C Areas of NeNral Discharge 

Most of the 
precipitation that Utah receives returns to the atmosphere very quickly 
through evaporation or plant transpiration; some of it runs across the land 
surface to form streams, rivers, and lakes. A very small percentage actually 
soaks into the earth to become groundwater. Those places where 
groundwater originally soaks in are called areas of recharge, while those 
places where it goes back to the atmosphere are called areas of discharge. 

Areas of recharge are generally mountainous places of higher elevation 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



where the precipitation can enter into the cracks and faults in consolidated 
rocks and the spaces between particles of coarse unconsolidated deposits 
that occur at the mountain bases. Because of the geologic nature of the 
recharge areas, they provide easy access for contaminants to ~nter the 
groundwater. 

Once the water enters the soil profile, the groundwater travels downslope. If 
this moving groundwater has not been intercepted and used by man, it 
moves to areas of natural discharge. These discharge areas are usually found 
in low-lying valley locations such as wetlands, salt flats, playas, desert 
springs, and terminal lakes. Another place of natural discharge are those 
areas vegetated by phreatophytes, those plants that draw their water directly 
from groundwater such as sagebrush, saltcedar, and Russian olive. Along 
the way, some of the water may be discharged to streams whose channels 
cut into the water-table aquifer. 

Credits 
USGS Professional Papers 813-C, G, R, S (UWRL has: Thomas E. Eakin, Don Price, and J.R. 
Harrill, 1976. Summary Appraisals of the Nation's Ground-Water Resources- Great Basin Region, 
Geological Survey Professional Paper, 119.16, pp 813-G.) 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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Surface Water Quality 
The quality of surface water is defmed by its uses. Water that is of high 
quality for irrigation because it contains plant nutrients may be of low 
quality for drinking-water supplies because it contains high concentrations 
of bacteria. Water that is of high quality for drinking because of its high 
calcium content may be of low quality for high-pressure steam generation 
because of the scale that forms when calcium carbonate precipitates at high 
temperatures. 

The quality of surface waters in Utah is regulated by the Water Quality 
Board and the Division of Water Quality. The Utah Water Quality Board 
sets water-quality standards for beneficial uses, including use as a raw water 
source for domestic water systems; in-stream recreational use and aesthetics; 
swimming, boating, and water skiing; use by aquatic wildlife; use by cold 
and warm water fish; use by waterfowl and other water-oriented wildlife; 
and agricultural uses. 

Fly Fishing 
Little Hole on the Green River 

Each stream (or stream segment) in the state is classified or designated 
under one or more of these beneficial uses. It is unlawful for any person to 
discharge or place any wastes or other substances into a stream or lake that 
may interfere with a beneficial use for which a stream is designated. Only by 
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special action of the Utah Water Quality Board will degradation of the water 
quality of any stream or stream segment that has quality higher than its 
designated uses be allowed. High quality waters of exceptional recreational 
or ecological significance have been designated as antidegradation segments 
by the Utah Water Quality Board. New point source discharges of 
wastewater, whether treated or not, are prohibited in these segments (Utah 
Water Quality Board, 1988). 

Some surface waters in Utah do not have the right quality to meet the 
beneficial use standards set by the Utah Water Quality Board. Both 
man-caused pollution and natural conditions can contribute to these 
problems. The accompanying table shows that the quality of surface waters 
in the state has improved since 1972 when the federal Water Pollution 
Control Act (PL 92-500) was passed. 

In 1992, only 2 percent of all of the stream length in Utah would not support 
designated beneficial uses and 10 percent of the stream length only 
"partially" supported the designated use. This means that some or all of the 
uses are being made of the water, but the water quality does not meet all of 
the standards for full protection of the uses. In 1992, the Division of Water 
Quality did not know whether 3 7 percent of all of the stream length was 
meeting water quality standards because of insufficient water-quality 
monitoring information. 

In 1982, the quality of water in 66 percent of the lakes and reservoirs in 
Utah was adequate to support designated uses. Between 1972 and 1982, 
water quality deteriorated in 49 percent of the lakes and reservoirs in Utah 
due to nutrient enrichment and organic matter inputs. The accompanying 
figure shows that nearly 90 percent of the lakes and reservoirs in Utah 
supported or partially supported their designated uses in 1992 (Utah Water 
Poluution Control Committee, 1985; Toole, 1992). 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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Water-Quality Status and Trends in Utah's Rivers and Streams -1972 to 1982 
(Utah Water Pollution Control Committee, 1985) 

Analysis 0/o 
0/o Uses 0/o Uses 0/o 

Partially 
Year ~ses Suppor~ Not Supported :Unknown 

Supported 
1972 4 45 20 31 ' 

1982 22 59 2 17 
1992 36 10 17 37 

Utah has several special considerations when it comes to surface water quality. There 
is an increasing demand for municipal and industrial water supply as our population 
grows. The chemical and sanitary quality requirements for water for these uses are 
relatively high, and water supplies will need to be protected to assure that water of 
adequate quality will be available to meet these needs. 

Similarly, surface waters in Utah are increasingly important recreational resources that 
call for high quality and careful protection. Utah's lakes and streams are home to 
several endangered fish species that must be protected both in terms of physical habitat 
and water quality. 

Canoeing 

----------
Credits 
Canoeing photo. Courtesy ofUtah Travel Council, Salt Lake City, UT. 

Fly fishing photo. Courtesy of Utah Travel Council, Salt Lake City, UT. Photographer: Frank Jensen. 

Water Quality Table. Utah Water Quality Board, 1988. Wastewater disposal regulations. Part II 
Standards for quality for waters of the state. State of Utah, Department of Health, Division of 
Environmental Health, Salt Lake City, UT. 

Reference. T.W. Toole, 1992. State of Utah 1992 state water quality assessment (305(b) report). 
Utah Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Division of Water Quality, Salt Lake City, UT. 

Reference. Utah Water Quality Board, 1985. Clean water for Utah. State ofUtah, Department of 
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Health, Division of Environmental Health, Salt Lake City, UT. 

Text. Darwin L. Sorensen, 1991, Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah State University, Logan, 
UT. 
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Antidegradation Stream Segments 

Anti degradation 
Stream Segments 

Legend 

Utah has many miles of streams that carry high quality water that has been 
determined by the Utah Water Quality Board "to be of exceptional 
recreational or ecological significance or have been determined to be a state 
or national resource requiring protection." These stream segments have been 
designated "anti degradation segments" and are protected from new source 
discharges of untreated or treated wastewater. Nonpoint sources of pollution 
in these segments are controlled through implementation of best 
management practices or regulatory programs. In general, stream 
antidegradation segments lie within National Forest boundaries in the state. 

Although acid precipitation (rain or snow) is not currently seen as a major 
problem in Utah, there are several mountainous areas within the state that 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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are susceptible to damage by acid rain. Soils in these areas have little or no 
acid-neutralizing capacity, placing surface water resources in these areas at 
risk of acidification. Careful planning and management to protect water 
quality in these areas are needed. 

Credits 
Map. After Utah Water Pollution Control Committee and Bureau of Water Pollution Control, 1990. 

Text. Darwin L. Sorensen, 1991, Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah State University, Logan, 
UT. 

-
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Wildlife Waters 

Legend 

As shown in the map above, the Utah Water Quality Board has designated 
streams or stream segments in Utah to be protected for use by cold water 
species of game fish and other cold water aquatic life (class 3A); by warm 
water species of game fish and other warm water aquatic life (class 3B); by 
nongame fish and other aquatic life (class 3C); and/or by waterfowl, 
shorebirds and other water-oriented wildlife not included in classes 3A 
through 3C (class 3D). The necessary aquatic organisms in the food chain of 
all of these wildlife types are also protected. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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Golden Spike Empire, Bear River Bird Refuge. 

People in Utah have a heritage and tradition of enjoying wildlife. With 
increasing human population in the state and increasing development of 
water resources, careful planning is required to protect fisheries and 
water-related habitat. Responsibility for management of Utah's wildlife 
belongs to the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources. They protect aquatic 
wildlife habitat by maintaining stream hydraulics and preventing stream 
bank and channel erosion, by mitigating wildlife impacts of reservoir 
development and operation, and by protecting wetlands. Wetlands support 
complex ecosystems of aquatic and terrestrial plants and animals, they 
stabilize shorelines, filter out pollutants and sediments, and store flood 
waters. 

Several Utah waters contain federally listed threatened or endangered fish 
species. Adverse impacts on the habitat and recovery efforts for these fish 
must be avoided. The fish include bonytail chub, Colorado squawfish, and 
humpback chub in the Green and Colorado Rivers, and the razorback sucker 
in the San Juan River. In the Virgin River, the woundfm minnow and Virgin 
River chub are listed as endangered; in Utah Lake, the June sucker . The 
Lahontan cutthroat trout, not native to Utah, occurs in three streams in 
western Box Elder County and is listed as a threatened species. The leather 
side chub, Virgin spinedace, and the least chub have been proposed for 
listing as endangered. 

Credits 
Golden Spike Empire, Bear River Bird Refuge photo. Courtesy ofUtah Travel Council, Salt Lake, 
UT. 

Map. After Utah Water Pollution Control Committee and Bureau ofWater Pollution Control, 1990. 

Text. Darwin L. Sorensen, 1991, Utah Water Research Lab., Utah State University, Logan, UT. 
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Groundwater Quality 
High quality ground water is vital to Utah. Approximately two-thirds of 
Utah's population rely on ground water as a source of drinking water. 
Twenty percent of all of the water used in the state is drawn from ground 
water (Utah Department of Agriculture, 1989). Ground water becomes 
especially important during drought when surface-water supplies are 
inadequate to meet agricultural and municipal water needs. Traditionally, 
Americans have thought of groundwater as being naturally safe. 

However, as water percolates through soil, many kinds of pollutants, such as 
organic compounds, heavy metals, and pathogenic microorganisms can be 
removed. Not all of these pollutants are removed equally well, and removal 
efficiency depends on soil organic-matter content, clay content, acidity or 
alkalinity, and the ions in the soil. 

Chemical use in modem society, including overuse of agricultural 
chemicals, spills of petroleum products, and the disposal of industrial waste 
pose a threat to the quality of groundwater. Ground water becomes polluted 
when the ability of the soil to remove the chemicals is overloaded or 
bypassed. Well-publicized instances of groundwater contamination with 
chemicals, along with improved instrumentation for detection of 
contamination, have prompted a nationwide effort to protect groundwater 
quality. 

Groundwater Quality in Utah 

In many of the populated valleys of Utah, there can be at least two saturated 
zones or aquifers, which overlie one another. The upper aquifer is frequently 
retained by an underlying clay layer. The lower aquifer(s) can be hundreds 
of feet below the upper aquifer. The upper aquifers are much more 
susceptible to contamination than are the lower aquifers. 

Many instances of enrichment of the upper aquifers with nutrients 
(especially nitrate) are known. These nutrients may have come from 
agricultural chemicals or leachate from septic tank drain fields. Leaking 
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underground petroleum-product storage tanks and pipelines have 
contaminated shallow groundwater in some locations. In most locations, it is 
not known whether the upper and lower aquifers are hydraulically connected 
or if contaminants can move from the upper aquifer to the lower aquifer. 

A 1989 and 1990 survey of 59 wells for pesticide contamination in Utah 
found 19 wells with very low levels of pesticides. The contaminated wells 
were used for irrigation, stock watering, and domestic and municipal supply. 
All of the wells sampled were within areas of the state that were believed to 
be most susceptible to groundwater contamination by pesticides due to the 
soil type and the amount and kinds of pesticides used. 

Atrazine (2-chloro-4-ethyl amino-6-isopropyl amino-1,3,5-triazine), a 
herbicide, was the most commonly detected pesticide. None of the 
concentrations of any of the pesticides detected exceeded the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency's health advisory levels (Utah Department 
of Agriculture, 1991 ). These fmdings were encouraging, but it is clear that 
pesticide use must be managed closely to prevent more serious 
contamination. 

Salinity affects the usefulness of Utah's groundwater perhaps more than any 
other quality factor. Groundwater with salinity less than 500 mg total 
dissolved solids (TDS) per liter can be used, without desalinization, for most 
beneficial purposes. Some industrial applications require salinity to be much 
lower than this. The salinity of Utah's aquifers ranges from fresh water with 
less than 500 giL to brines with more than 100,000 mg TDS/L. 

Increasing salinity has been observed in Curlew Valley, Juab Valley, and 
Sevier Desert ground water (Toole, 1992). Dissolved iron and manganese 
reduce the quality of some ground water in the state. Water with high 
concentrations of dissolved iron and/ or manganese form a brown or yellow 
precipitate on plumbing fixtures, laundry, and structures when it is exposed 
to air. 

Groundwater Protection 

The Utah Department of Environmental Quality, Division of Water 
Pollution Control has developed groundwater quality protection regulations 
for the state (Water Quality Board, 1989). These regulations are intended to 
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provide the means to protect existing and probable future uses of ground 
water through the protection of the quality of the groundwater resource. 
These standards are numerical (concentration) standards based on the 
National Primary and Secondary Drinking Water Regulations authorized by 
the federal Safe Drinking Water Act. 

Pollutants for which drinking water regulations do not exist are addressed by 
the Utah Safe Drinking Water Committee on a case-by-case basis. For 
purposes of the regulations, ground water is classified based on salinity. 
Waters with low salinity (i.e., less than 500 mg TDS/L) may contain a lower 
fraction (0.1) of the standard than those with high salinity (0.5). The intent 
of these protection levels is to minimize pollution discharge to groundwater. 
Those discharging materials to the ground water must obtain a permit from 
the Utah Water Quality Board. 

Credits 
Reference. T.W. Toole, 1992. State of Utah 1992 state water quality assessment (305(b) report). 
Utah Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Division of Water Quality, Salt Lake City, UT. 

Reference. Utah Department of Agriculture, 1991. Preventing groundwater contamination: The 
pesticide applicator's role in Utah's agricultural groundwater program. Salt Lake City, UT. 

Reference. Utah Department of Agriculture, 1989. Groundwater protection strategy for pesticides 
and agricultural chemicals. Salt Lake City, UT. 

Reference. Water Quality Board, 1989. State of Utah groundwater quality protection regulations. 
Utah Department of Environmental Quality, Salt Lake City, UT. 

Text. Darwin L. Sorensen, 1991, Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah State University, Logan, 
UT. 
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Water and Wastewater Treatment 
The discharge of wastewaters into streams or lakes can alter water quality in 
terms of organic-matter content, toxic substances, pathogens and sanitary 
indicator microorganisms, salinity, suspended solids, and/or temperature. 
These changes in water quality can affect the ways in which the water can 
be used. Treatment of wastewaters from industries, municipalities, or 
individual homes seeks to cleanse the water so that the beneficial uses of the 
receiving waters will not be lost. When the quality of water is affected so 
that beneficial uses are lost, we may say that the water is polluted. 

In Utah, the sources of water pollution have been estimated to be about 
55-60 percent natural, 30-35 percent from diffuse so-called "non-point" 
sources, about 5 percent from municipal wastewaters, and about 5 percent 
from industrial wastewaters. If it were not for wastewater treatment, a much 
higher fraction of water pollutants would come from municipal and 
industrial wastewater, and stream segments and lakes receiving the 
wastewaters would be of very poor quality. 

The decomposition of organic matter in the wastewater would use up 
oxygen dissolved in the water making it impossible for fish and other 
aquatic animals to live in the water. Offensive odors would be produced and 
sludges would accumulate. Pathogenic microorganisms would also be 
released into the environment. Some untreated industrial and municipal 
wastewaters may also release toxic chemicals into the environment. 

All sewered communities in Utah have wastewater treatment plants 
designed to remove more than 85 percent of suspended solids and dissolved 
organic matter in sewage and to remove pathogenic microorganisms 
(secondary treatment). About half of all of the municipal wastewater 
treatment plants provide treatment at levels better than secondary treatment. 
Over 90 percent of Utah industries are consistently in compliance with the 
water-quality standards required of them by their National Pollution 
Discharge Elimination System discharge permits. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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Water pollution from nonpoint sources continues to be a major water quality 
problem in Utah. These sources include land used for crop production, 
pastureland, rangeland, feedlots and animal management areas of all types, 
silviculture, construction runoff, urban runoff, and atmospheric deposition. 
Pollutants from nonpoint sources that are contributed in the largest amounts 
in Utah are sediment, plant nutrients (i.e., nitrogen and phosphorus), and 
salts. 

About 70 percent of the human-induced non point pollutants in Utah are 
from agricultural sources, while resource extraction accounts for about 13 
percent, urban runoff accounts for 8 percent, and waste disposal and stream 
modification activities account for 2 percent each. Utah's Nonpoint Source 
Management Program is being implemented through the Utah Department 
of Agriculture. This plan describes best management practices that will be 
used to reduce nonpoint source pollution. 

Credits 
Text. Text. Darwin L. Sorensen, 1991, Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah State University, 
Logan, UT. 
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References for Water Quality Chapter 
State of Utah Department of Health 
Division of Environmental Health 
Bureau of Water Pollution Control 
288 North 1460 West, P.O. Box 16690 
Salt Lake City, UT 84116-6690 

Utah Department of Natural Resources 
Division of Wildlife Resources 
1596 West North Temple 
Salt Lake City, UT 84116-3195 

Utah Water Research Laboratory 
College of Engineering 
Utah State University 
Logan, UT 84322-8200 
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The Great Salt Lake 

Sevier Lake 

References 
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The Great Salt Lake 
Great Salt Lake is the latest in a long succession of older, often more 
extensive lakes that have existed off and on for the past 15 million years. 
Lakes 800 feet or deeper and up to four times larger than the present lake 
have occupied the Great Salt Lake Basin and northwestern Utah twice in the 
past 150,000 years, although for much of that time the lake has been as low 
as or lower than at present. 

The present Great Salt Lake is a shallow body of water, and its size and 
depth vary greatly with the rates of evaporation and precipitation. From 
1850 to the present, the level of Great Salt Lake has fluctuated over a range 
of more than 20 feet (4,191 to 4,212 feet above sea level). During this time, 
its area has changed from 970 to 2,280 square miles, making it the largest 
lake in the United States after the Great Lakes. It is the fourth largest 
terminal lake in the world. 

Within the salt waters of Great Salt Lake are five major elements or ions. 
These include sodium, magnesium, potassium, chloride, and sulfate. 
Calcium, lithium, bromine, and boron are present in lesser quantities. The 
salinity of the lake rises and falls inversely with the level of the lake, from 5 
to more than 25 percent. Its waters are density stratified. 

A dozen species of bacteria, special species of protozoa, two species of the 
brinefly Ephydra and the brine shrimp (Artemia franciscana) thrive in the 
lake. Swarms of brine flies and a variety of aquatic insects also are common 
along its shorelines in certain seasons of the year. Industries pump their 
waters to evaporation ponds to extract valuable salts. Besides common salt, 
potassium sulfate (fertilizer), sodium sulfate (chemicals and medicine), 
magnesium metal, chlorine gas, and a highly concentrated magnesium 
chloride brine area have been produced. A thriving brine shrimp indesutry 
harvests millions of pounds of shrimp eggs from the lake each year. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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During the last ice age, while glaciers advanced and retreated in higher 
peaks in Utah, the basins of northwestern Utah were submerged beneath 
Lake Bonneville. Sand and gravel beach deposits of Lake Bonneville are 
found more than 1,000 feet above the present Great Salt Lake shorelines. 
The shorelines record a history of Lake Bonneville lasting many thousands 
of years. Lake Bonneville expanded gradually from a small saline lake about 
30,000 years ago to the Stansbury level20,000 to 23,000 years ago. The 
water surface fluctuated at this level for several thousand years, and then 
rose almost 700 feet, 16,000 years ago to the Bonneville level. 

About 14,500 years ago, a breach released a catastrophic flood into the 
Snake River and lowered the water surface approximately 350 feet to the 
Provo level. The Provo-level lake stabilized, but evaporation exceeded 
precipitation due to climatic changes, and the lake nearly dried up 13,000 
years ago. A minor readvance to the Gilbert level, 11,000 to 10,000 years 
ago, raised the water surface about 50 feet above Great Salt Lake. Lake 
levels have oscillated and gradually decreased to the present levels of Great 
Salt Lake, a saline remnant of Lake Bonneville. 

"Gen. Garfield" (formerly "City of Corinne") leaving wharf at Black Rock (now 
Garfield) on a regular run across the Great Salt Lake. 

Credits 

Photo of Gen. Garfield leaving wharf. Courtesy of Special Collections, Merrill Library, Utah State 
University, Logan, UT. See Anderson and Janeson's "The Saga of the City of Corinne," Sons of Utah 
Pioneers News, April-May 1957. 
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Major Levels of the Great Salt Lake 

In the last 10,000 years, Great Salt Lake has fluctuated between low levels, 
but never completely dry, and high levels in the range of 4,217 to 4,240 feet 
above sea level. The 4,217-foot level is controlled by a pair of low 
topographic divides that separate the Great Salt Lake Desert Basin in the 
west from the main body of the Great Salt Lake. At the 4,217-foot level, the 
area of the lake increases abruptly from 2,800 to 3,700 square miles. The 
lake has reached or exceeded this level at least twice in the last 3,000 years. 

Archaeological evidence from sites on the Bear River and Weber River 
Deltas suggests that one of these upward fluctuations took place in the last 
400 years (perhaps about AD 1670-1700), when the Little Ice Age of the last 
five centuries is known to have similarly affected many other regions in the 
northern hemisphere. 

Historic data on the level of the Great Salt Lake began in 1843. The frrst 
gage to measure the lake level was established in 1875, and for most of the 
time since then monthly or semi-monthly measurements of the lake's surface 
elevation have been obtained. The lake level reached a historic high of about 
4,212 feet in 1873 and again in 1986 and 1987, and a historic low or 4,191 
feet in 1963. Over the historic period, the average elevation has been a little 
above 4,200 feet. 

Credits 
Utah Geological and Mineral Survey, in cooperation with Division of Parks and Recreation, Geology 
and Antelope Island State Park, no date. 

Curry, Atwood, Mabel, 1984. Major Levels of Great Salt Lake and Lake Bonneville. From Map 73. 
Utah Geological Survey. 
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Hydrograph of Historical Great Salt Lake 

Until the spring of 1986, the peak historic elevation of Great Salt Lake was 
about 4,211.5 feet. This level was reached in the early 1870s and is based on 
a relative elevation estimate of water depth over the Stansbury Bar. Direct 
measurements of the lake's elevation began in 1875. The lake dropped 
slowly from this time, reaching a historic low elevation of 4,191.35 feet in 
1963. 

Above-average precipitation in the early 1980s caused Great Salt Lake to 
attain a new historic peak elevation of 4,211.85 feet in June 1986 and again 
in 1987. In addition to the long-term trends in lake elevation, short-term 
seasonal fluctuations with maxima in the spring and minima in the fall 
occur. The hydrograph below shows the record rise in the lake from 
1982-1987, and illustrates the chronology and effects of various acts of man 
to lower the lake during that time. (See the USGS web site 
(http://wwwdutslc.wr.usgs.gov/infores/gsl.intro.html) for an up-to-date 
hydrograph for the north and south parts of the lake.) 

Historical Great S:alt Lalce Hydrograph 
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A series of topographic thresholds divide Great Salt Lake from the Great 
Salt Lake Desert at elevations between 4,212 and 4,217 feet. When 
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surpassed by a rising lake, these thresholds accommodate a large increase in 
the surface area of the lake with a disproportionately smaller increase in lake 
volume. The resulting increase in evaporative losses tends to stabilize the 
lake level. Such an increase in surface area took place artificially when 
pumping water from Great Salt Lake into the Great Salt Lake Desert began 
in Apri11987, as part of the "West Desert Pumping Project." The resulting 
increase in surface area (total of lake and pond) was intended to increase 
total evaporation of water so that the level of Great Salt Lake would drop. 

Aerials photos Showing June 1986 Flooding of Lakeside Industries 

Antelope Island Conservancy. 

Private Gun Club, East Shore, Great Salt Lake. 

Submerged Farmland near Bear River Bay. 
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West ofPlain City with Weber River Channel. 

Credits 
Genevieve Atwood, Graph, November 1988. Donald R. Currey, Genevieve Atwood, and Don R. 
Mabey, May 1984, Map 73. 

Kimm M. Harty and Gary E. Christenson, 1988. Flood Hazard from Lakes and Failure to Dams in 
Utah, Map 111. All ofUtah Geological and Mineral Survey. 

Photos (June 19, 1986). Courtesy ofDoyle Stephens. 

Other References 
Ted Arnow and Doyle Stephens, 1990. Hydrologic characteristics ofthe Great Salt Lake, Utah: 
1847-1986. U.S. Geological Survey Water-Supply Paper 2332. 
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Great Salt Lake and Newfoundland Evaporation Basin 

During 1987, Newfoundland Evaporation Basin was created by massive 
pumping from the Great Salt Lake. As the pond was filling, the Landsat 5 
Multispectral Scanner (MSS) imaged several successive water levels and 
accompanying shorelines. The image map (see below) displays most of the 
area as of December 19, 1987, when the pond was full, and water (brine) 
was returning to the lake. The far eastern section of the map was imaged on 
November 9, 1987. It should be noted that two or three distinct water levels 
exist in the pond at any given time when the pumps are in operation. 

Satellite Image of the Great Salt Lake and Newfoundland Evaporation Basin. 

The West Desert Pumping Project consists of a ten-mile long access road 
along the Southern Pacific Transportation Company railroad causeway, a 
pumping station, a canal, trestles, dikes, a 3 7 -mile long natural gas pipeline 
(to fuel the pumps), and a 500 square mile evaporation pond in the desert 
area west of Great Salt Lake. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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4.1-mile canal entrance into pond north ofthe railroad tracks. 

Three large pumps can lift up to 3,100 cfs (2 million acre-feet) of brine from 
the north arm of the lake to a 4.1-mile long outlet canal which begins at an 
elevation of 4,224 feet above sea level and discharges water into a 
325,000-acre evaporation pond around the Newfoundland Mountains. 

Inlet canal from Great Salt Lake to pumping plant and 4.1 mile canal. 

Each year approximately 825,000 net acre-feet of water can be evaporated 
from the pond (see pond in Landsat image). A 24.4 mile dike (maximum 
height of 6 feet) retains the southwest portion of the evaporation pond and 
prevents brine from the project from flooding Interstate Highway 80. A 
second dike some 8.1 miles long (maximum height of seven feet) extends 
southwest from the southern tip of the Newfoundland Mountains to restrict 
the surface flooding of a military range used by the U.S. Air Force. A weir 
in this dike regulates the pond's surface level between 4,216 and 4,217 feet 
and regulates the return of concentrated brines to the Great Salt Lake. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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Weir that controls return flow from pond to Great Salt Lake. 

Filling and operation of the project require close monitoring. Thus, the state 
uses real-time climatic and hydrologic data transmitted through satellite 
relay to central locations where operating decisions are made and where 
emergencies related to high winds or other problems are dealt with. 

Between April1987 and June 1989, about 3.0 million acre-feet of brine 
were removed from Great Salt Lake. During this same period, the level of 
Great Salt Lake dropped 70 inches below the 1987 peak elevation of 
4,211 .85 feet. Approximately 24 inches of the decline was attributed to the 
pumping project. That reduction in the lake level greatly relieved serious and 
costly flooding problems affecting wastewater treatment plants; the Salt 
Lake International Airport; Interstate 80; two major rail lines; and numerous 
residential, agricultural, and industrial areas. In addition to the short-term 
benefit of extending the lake's decline toward an eventual recovery of 
valuable shoreline, particularly wildlife habitat, the permanent project 
facilities will provide 50 years or more of long-term protection against future 
damaging rise in the lake level. 

Credits 
After, Department of the Interior, U.S. Geological Survey, Great Salt Lake and Newfoundland 
Evaporation Basin, 40111-E?-SI-250, 1987, Experimental Edition. 

Lloyd H. Austin and Ron Ollis, 1991. Division of Water Resources 
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Mineral Extraction Plants Operating on the Great Salt 
Lake and the Products They Can Produce 

No. Company Product Capabilities 

KJreat Salt Lake Minerals and 
!Potassium sulfate, sodium sulfate*, sodium 

1. 
~hemicals Corporation 

~hloride, and magnesium chloride (brine and 
flake) 

~. Morton Salt Company Sodium Chloride 
s. Wao Salt Company Sodium Chloride 
~. !American Salt Company Sodium Chloride 

Other 
Newfoundland Evaporation [Primary and alloyed magnesium metal and 
~ond Magnesium Corporation chlorine gas 

*Sodium sulfate is produced depending on the market and winter climatic conditions. 

Salt ponds west of Ogden. 

Workers digging salt from the Great Salt Lake ( ca 1903 ). 

Credits 
J. Wallace Gwynn, 1989. The Saline Reserves of Utah, Survey Notes. Utah Geological and Mineral 
Survey. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Photo of Salt Ponds. Courtesy ofDoyle Stephens. 

Photo of Great Salt Lake. Courtesy ofLDS Archives/Utah State University Special Collections, Utah 
State University, Logan, UT. 

I DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Sevier Lake 

Sevier Lake 

.&rea.conm bytllie Cna.tSilltl.aR
a.PII'Oxilutl!~ uoo m 2.300 sq'IW:l! lll.ile$ 

.&rea.cowred by I'll!~ 
l.aR Bollllll!!'rilll-il.ppiOXDn~ 
18J)OO 1o 20J)OO sqUR mill!$ 

(olltli:Jrldillrtd) 

Ana.cowrtd Sl!wr (01)1I.aR
a.J¥0xill.a.~200 squre I'I.Ws 

.&rea. of Sevier I.aR ~~ Blsi1-
~xillt.a~ 16.200 squre •ill$ 

(o.tli:Md i:Jr blv) 

Sevier Lake is a terminal lake which occupies the lowest part of the Sevier 
Desert of west-central Utah and has a drainage area of about 16,200 square 
miles. It is fed principally by the Sevier and Beaver Rivers, which get most 
of their water from the relatively high ranges and plateaus to the east. Sevier 
Lake has been dry throughout most of historical time. The elevation of the 
dry lake bed ranges from 4,514 to 4,518 feet. 

Sevier Lake is a remnant of Lake Bonneville. As Lake Bonneville rose, it 
first began spilling into the Sevier Desert about 20,000 years ago. Lake 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



Bonneville remained until about 12,000 years ago, when, during its decline, 
it fmally dropped below the level of the Old River Bed threshold (the lowest 
point of connection between the Sevier Lake and Great Salt Lake Basins). 
Following the recession of Lake Bonneville, a lake remained in the Sevier 
Lake Basin, which has been named Lake Gunnison, after the U.S. Army 
Topographic Engineer who was killed near the shores of Sevier Lake in 
1853 while exploring the region. Lake Gunnison was a freshwater lake with 
a surface elevation of about 5,460 feet that spilled northward into the Great 
Salt Lake Basin via the Old River Bed from 10,000 to 12,000 years ago. 

From 10,000 years ago to the present, Sevier Lake has not exceeded the 
Lake Gunnison level, and has not overflowed into Great Salt Lake. Sevier 
Lake was limited to levels below 4,530 feet from 10,000 to 3,000 years ago, 
but rose to 4,535 feet about 2,000 to 3,000 years ago, and then dropped 
again to lower levels. 

The frrst observations in historical time indicate that in 1872 the lake had an 
area of 188 square miles, a salinity of 86 parts per thousand or about two 
and a half times that of the ocean, and a maximum depth of 15 feet. The 
lake was nearly dry in January 1880, and had been for the previous one or 
two years. By August 1880, the surface of the lake bed was a mixture of salt 
crystals and mud, and snowshoes were required to cross the mud to reach 
the water's edge. The lake in 1987 was similar in physical characteristics and 
chemical composition to the lake in 1872. 

Lake-level data for Sevier Lake have not been systematically collected 
._ because of its intermittent nature. Water was probably present in 1913-1915 

and 1922-1923, which were the only years of substantial runoff in the Sevier 
River at Deseret or Oasis until 1983. Measurements were taken for the 
period 1982-1988 during the period of above-average precipitation when 
Sevier Lake filled to record levels. The maximum lake level for this period 
of 4,527 feet was reached in June 1985, which may also be the historical 
high. -

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.



Hydrographs of Sevier River and Sevier Lake 
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Hydrograph of Sevier River at Deseret or Oasis (1913-1987). 

Hydrograph of Sevier Lake (1982-1988). 

Sevier Lake Brines and Development 

Beneath the surface of the dry lake bed, the sediments contain a large reserve of brines. 
These brines have been extensively tested to a depth of20 feet, and to a limited degree 
to a depth of nearly 1,000 feet. The average chemical composition of the dissolved salts 
contained within the shallow brine is: 

-

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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Average Chemical Composition ofDissolved Salts in Shallow Sevier Lake Brines, 
Total Dissolved Solids= 17.7%; (Following Figures are in Weight Percent) 

Na M K Ca Cl S04 the 
3.7 1.831.41 .0552.5110.2 .17 

.2 9.5212.03 

Salt crusts composed ofthenardite (Na2S04) and the halite (NaCl) are found on the 
playa surface when dry. 

Credits 
J.W. Gwynn, 1991. Assessment and Development of the Saline Resources of Sevier Lake, Millard 
County, Utah: Utah Geological Association 1990 Field Conference Guidebook, p. 125-134. 

J.W. Gwynn, 1989. The Saline Resources of Utah: Utah Geological and Mineral Survey, Notes p. 
21-31. 

C.G. Oviatt,l989. Quaternary geology of part of the Sevier Desert, Millard County, Utah: Utah 
Geological and Mineral Survey Special Studies, 70, 41 pp. 

Roger Walker, Sevier River Water Commissioner, 1991, Hydrograph of Sevier River at Deseret or 
Oasis, 1983 to 1988. Used by Permission. Also, Wooley, R.R., 1947. Utilization of Surface-Water 
Resources of Sevier Lake Basin, Utah: U.S. Geological Survey Water Supply Paper 920, 393 p. 1913 
to 1927. 

Dale Wilberg, Hydrologic Reconnaissance fo the Sevier Lake Area, West-Central Utah, 1991. 
Technical Publication 96, Utah Department ofNatural Resources 

Larry Sower, Crystal Peak Minerals Corporation, 1991. After, Hydrograph of Sevier Lake, 1982 to 
1988. Used by permission. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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References for the Terminal Lake 
Systems Chapter 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Geological Survey 
Administration Building 
1745 West 1700 South 
Salt Lake City, UT 84104 

Utah Department of Natural Resources 
Utah Geological Survey 
1594 W. North Temple 
P.O. Box 146100 
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-6100 

Utah Department of Natural Resources 
Division of Water Resources 
1636 West North Temple, Suite 310 
Salt Lake City, UT 84116-3156 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Introduction 
In any society, the orderly and equitable allocation of water and its efficient 
utilization over time require the establishment of ground rules and an 
administrative framework to monitor rights to use. The objective is to 
encourage full utilization of the water resource while at the same time 
prohibiting wasteful and harmful practices that generate conflict between 
and among users. 

The informal conventions devised by Utah's early settlers for allocating 
water were a spontaneous response to their situation and their goals for a 
healthy and prosperous society. They didn't evaluate the merits and 
shortcomings of particular water rights doctrines. They had no access to 
such. Neither did they make reference to judicial opinions about the 
resolution of water entitlement questions. They simply drew upon past 
experience and common sense to derive criterion and standards that seemed 
practical and fair. It is instructive to note that although settlements were 
widely dispersed and isolated, the operating rules independently formulated 
for allocating, developing, and managing water were strikingly similar. 

As settlements multiplied and expanded, the community ground rules and 
administrative functions had to be meshed with the "unified system" 
realities of river basins. Hence, as the administrative purview broadened 
geographically to deal with "upstream-downstream" impacts among user 
groups, the customary policies had to be grafted into the civil government 
structure pertinent to the Territorial period. By the time of statehood, a 
half-century of water law and administration experience was the basis for 
the State Water Code and the establishment of the Office of the State 
Engineer to administer it. Provisions of the code and the state administrative 
structure were logical outgrowths of 19th century local custom. Utah water 
law conforms to what is commonly referred to as the Doctrine of Prior 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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Appropriation. Water laws of Utah are set out in Sections 73-1 through 73-6, 
Utah Code Annotated, 1953. 

In a state government reorganization, the Office of the State Engineer was 
designated the "Division of Water Rights" within a Department ofNatural 
Resources. The head of this Division holds the title of State Engineer, and 
he has general supervision of the waters of the state. At present, this 
Division has responsibility for administering the appropriation process, 
supervising the measurement and distribution of water apportionments, 
approving and monitoring all water rights transfers as well as changes in 
location and nature of use, setting standards for dam safety, etc. 

Water Rights 

WHAT IS A WATER RIGHT? All waters in the state are declared to be 
public. A water right is the right to the use of water based upon quantity, 
priority date, source, point of diversion, nature of use, and the beneficial 
uses made of the water. 

Under the Doctrine of Prior Appropriation, water rights are administered, 
"first in time are frrst in right." This means those water rights with the 
earliest priority dates receive their full allotment of water before others with 
later priority dates can divert water. 

During the past several years, a number of modifications have been made to 
Utah water law to address specific issues or changing conditions. These 
modifications have been made through legislative procedure rather than 
administrative rulemaking. The present water law system provides a uniform 
statewide program and is flexible enough to allow the State Engineer to 
consider administrative and management options to fit varying conditions 
throughout the state. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or usefulness of the information herein.
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Administrative Regions 

2 

7 

5 

Administrative Regions 
Utah Division a Water Rights 

Legend 
H egion: Office Location 

1. Eastern Region: Vemal 
2. Northem Region: Log811 
3. Se¥ier Ri¥er Region: Richfield 
'I. Southeastern Region : Price 
5. Southwestem Region: Cedar City 
6. Utah Lake...Jorden Ri¥er Region: Salt Lak 
7. ~ Riwr Region : Salt Lake City 

The map above shows the administrative regions for the Utah Division of Water Rights. 

Regulations and Application Process 

The following is a brief summary of the process that an individual must follow to 
- establish a water right for either surface water or groundwater. It describes the process 

for filing an application to appropriate water, as set forth under the law. (The flowchart 
on the next page shows the process.) 

To initiate an application, the applicant is required to describe the proposed 
development on a form and submit it with the correct filing fee to the State Engineer. It 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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is reviewed for completeness and its adherence to existing policies. A legal notice is 
prepared and advertised for two consecutive weeks in a local newspaper where the ~ 

source is located. Following the legal advertisement, there is a 20-day protest period 
during which time protests can be filed against the granting of the application. 
Protestants are not limited to water right holders. Anyone having an interest as set forth 
under the criteria in 73-3-8 can file a protest. If an application is protested, a hearing is 
generally held. The purpose of the hearing is to allow the applicant and protestant( s) to 
present their data and information to the State Engineer in support of their positions. 
The status of an application that has not been acted on is referred to as "Unapproved." 

In approving or rejecting an application, the State Engineer considers the following 
items as set forth in Section 73-3-8: 

1) is there unappropriated water in the proposed source; 

2) will the proposed use impair existing rights; 

3) is the proposed plan physically and economically feasible; 

4) does the applicant have the fmancial ability to complete the proposed works; 

5) was the application filed in good faith and not for purposes of speculation or 
monopoly; 

6) will it interfere with a more beneficial use of water; 

7) will it unreasonably affect public recreation or the natural stream environment; or 

8) will it be detrimental to the public welfare. 

The status of an application that has been approved by the State Engineer is referred to 
as "Approved." 

If the applicant or protestant believes that the State Engineer did not consider certain 
information in his decision, they can file an appeal in the state district court within 60 
days. 

When applications are approved, they are granted for a specific period of time 
(generally three years) during which the project can be developed. If additional time is 
needed, a request for an extension of time must be filed, and additional time can be 
granted upon the showing of due diligence. Once the project is complete and the water 
has been placed to beneficial use, the applicant is required to file proof of appropriation 
with the State Engineer. Upon proper filing of proof, the State Engineer then issues the 
certificate of appropriation finalizing the application process. Such applications are 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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referred to as having a "certified" or "perfected" status. 

Credits 
Introduction text by Dr. Jay Bagley, Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah State University, Logan, 
UT, 1997. 

After, Appropriation Process (flow chart). William E. Schlotthauer, Update 1991. 

State Engineer's Administrative Areas Map, Written Communication, William E. Schlotthauer, 1986. 

Jerry Olds and William E. Schlotthauer, 1991. Division of Water Rights. 
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Water Rights Areas 

To assist in the administration and record keeping of water rights, the state 
is divided into 50 hydrologic areas. These hydrologic areas are not isolated 
from each other in all cases, but generally having unique hydrologic 
characteristics. 

Water Right 
Areas 

As seen in the map above, areas 21, 23, 25, and 29 cover the Bear River 
drainage; and water use in the upper areas does have an influence on the 
water supply available downstream. Within each area or river basin, the 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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State Engineer has a policy that sets forth the criteria by which water is 
administered and managed. 

A water right number is assigned to each water right, and this number is 
used extensively for record keeping and identification purposes. The first 
two digits are the area code and are determined by the location of the point 
of diversion under the water right. The next character is a dash (-) followed 
by a sequentially assigned file number for the particular area. A water right 
with the number 35-1234 would be located in the Weber River drainage and 
81-6789 would be located in the Virgin River drainage. 

There are approximately 150,000 water rights of record. The Division of 
Water Rights is the official office of record for all water right documents in 
the state. They maintain a comprehensive file and database of all water right 
records. 

An unapproved or approved application is considered to be personal 
property and is conveyed by assignment. A perfected (certificated) 
application is considered real property and thus is conveyed by deed. Water 
rights can be bought and sold, and the location and type of uses changed. To 
change the point of diversion, place, and/or nature of use, a change 
application describing the proposal must be filed. In many areas, the water 
supplies are fully appropriated, and water to meet future uses must be 
transferred from existing rights. 

A water right can be lost by either abandonment or forfeiture. Abandonment 
is determined by the intent of the water user and does not require a statutory 
time period. A water right is lost by forfeiture if the right is not used for five 
years. Water loss through abandonment or forfeiture reverts back to the 
public and is subject to future appropriation. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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Status of Water Rights 

The status of water rights in Utah for 1985 is shown below. 

? 
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Status of Water Rights in Utah, 1985 

Credits 
After, Water Rights Date Base, Written Communication, William E. Schlotthauer, 1986. 

After, Status of Water Rights, January 1985. Updates, 1986 and 1990, William E. Schlotthauer, 1991. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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Legend 

D Open 

D Restricted 

D aosed 

There are a number of groundwater and river basins that are closed to any 
additional water use. Within these areas, any future development must come 
from existing water rights. In other areas, there is only a limited amount of 
water still available for development and the State Engineer has, in most 
cases, restricted new applications to those for domestic purposes. 

To generate the data and information needed to establish these policies, the 
State Engineer cooperates with the United States Geological Survey to 
defme the hydrologic characteristics of the groundwater system. Based upon 
the data and its own investigations, the State Engineer then sets the policy 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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that controls future appropriations of water, transfer, and management of the 
resource. 

The map below shows the Water Distribution Systems map. 

! 
\1 

Credits 

Water 
{ Distribution 

Systems 
0 ~ ~M 

.J 

Written Communication, William E. Schlotthauer, Update 1991. 

Legend 

0 Administered by state Engineer 

0 Adrnini3tered by District Court 

After, Appropriation Policy (map). William E. Schlotthauer, Update 1991. 

After, Water Distribution Systems (map, list), Written Communication, Schlotthauer, William E., 
1986. 
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Interstate River Compacts 
There are a number of streams that flow across Utah state boundaries. For 
practical purposes, the most important of these are within the Bear River 
system and the Colorado River system. The latter can be subdivided into 
Upper Colorado River Basin or Lower Colorado River Basin streams. 
Allocation and administration of water from interstate streams must be in 
accordance with Utah state water law, but is subject to additional constraints 
arising from the fact that other states may have (competing) rights for use 
for a portion of the water. 

Where an interstate compact or other agreement is absent, waters in an 
interstate stream can be allocated by the United States Supreme Court with 
application of the doctrine of "equitable apportionment." Where the states 
involved use the "prior appropriation" doctrine of water rights, an allocation 
based on "equitable apportionment" would normally use "first in time, frrst 
in right" as the operative principle. Such a solution, however, might be 
tempered by the imposition of equity considerations, which would permit 
the Supreme Court to depart from local law (such as prior appropriation, in 
the case of Utah and surrounding states) when the circumstances require it. 

Interstate compacts, which are considered to be both federal law and 
contracts among signatory states, are generally the preferred method for 
allocating and/or managing interstate waters. Since compacts are negotiated 
and ratified freely, the obvious advantage is that, ostensibly, all parties 
involved are satisfied with the terms--a situation rarely achieved by an 
"equitable apportionment" Court ruling. Interstate compacts must be ratified 
by Congress--and not all agreements among states are considered to be 
compacts. The Supreme Court has held that only agreements that increase 
the political power of the states (at the expense of the federal government) 
must be treated as compacts under the Constitution. 

Utah is a party to three interstate compacts: the Colorado River Compact 
(1922), the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact (1948), and the Bear 
River Compact (1955; amended in 1978). 

-
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Jack Ralls, 1990. Utah Division of Water Resources. 
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Bear River Commission 

The Bear River Compact determines the rights and obligations of the 
signatory states of Wyoming, Idaho, and Utah with respect to the waters of 
the Bear River. Federal consent to the Compact was given by the U.S. 
Congress and signed by the President in 1958. The Bear River Commission 
was organized as an interstate agency to administer the Compact. Ten 
commissioners, three representing each state and one the United States, 
constitute the Bear River Commission. The federal representative serves as 
chairman without a vote. 

A cooperative, basin-wide program of stream gaging is administered from 
the United States Geological Survey office at Salt Lake City. The Geological 
Survey and Bear River Commission contribute equally to fmance the 
collection of streamflow records at 32 gaging stations. An additional nine 
gaging stations in the basin are operated by Utah Power in connection with 
federally licensed projects. 

Provisions of the Compact are administered and enforced by direction of the 
Bear River Commission. However, water rights within each (signatory) state 
are adjudicated and administered in accordance with state law, subject to 
limitations provided in the Compact. 

DISCLAIMER:  The Utah Water Atlas is an archival document and is made available only for its historical value.  The UWRL 
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Credits 
Second Biennial Report ofthe Bear River Commission, 1982. 
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Upper Colorado River Commission 

The Upper Colorado River Basin Compact provides for the equitable 
division of the use of water from the Colorado River system among the 
upper basin states of Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming. 
It establishes the obligations of each state with respect to the delivery of 
water to the lower basin. Its purpose is to expedite agricultural and industrial 
development of the upper basin states, the storage of waters, and the 
protection of life and property from floods. 

The Upper Colorado Commission is an interstate administrative agency 
created in 1984 by the terms of the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact. 
The commission is composed of commissioners from the signatory states 
(except Arizona) and the federal government. 

The commission has been granted broad and comprehensive powers to 
adopt rules and regulations; locate and establish streamflow-gaging stations; 
engage in cooperative studies of water supplies; determine the quantity of 
water used annually in the upper basin and in each state, and the amount 
delivered to the lower basin; regulate use, if necessary; and all other 
functions required of it under the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact. 
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Bear River Compact 

The Bear River Compact was negotiated by the states of Idaho, Utah, and 
Wyoming and became effective in 1958. The compact provided for the 
apportionment of direct flows on the Bear River and its tributaries among 
separate sections of the states above Bear Lake, as well as establishing and 
limiting additional storage rights above Bear Lake. The compact also 
reserved a portion of the storage capacity in Bear Lake for primary use by, 
and protection of, irrigation uses and rights downstream from Bear Lake, 
and it provided that water delivery between Idaho and Utah would be based 
on priority of rights without regard to state boundary lines. 

To accomplish its stated purposes, the compact created an interstate 
administrative agency to be known as the "Bear River Commission," 
composed of nine commissioners, three commissioners representing each 
signatory state, with one additional commissioner representing the United 
States of America, who serves as chairman without a vote. The Commission 
is authorized to administer and enforce the provisions of the compact. The 
compact division of the water is among states or separate sections thereof, 
and each state administers all water apportioned to its or its sections in 
accordance with its state law. 

The 1958 compact did not divide either the direct flow or storable water 
between Idaho and Utah below Bear Lake or consider ground water in the 
division of water among the states. Formal negotiations among the states 
began in 1970 to consider these and other items for amending the compact. 
Additions to the compact were successfully negotiated, and the Amended 
Bear River Compact became effective in 1980. 

The amended compact provides for the protection of all prior rights applied 
to beneficial use and all rights granted under the 1958 compact. Additional 
storage rights were granted to all three states above Bear Lake. The 
remaining water below Bear Lake was allocated between Idaho and Utah. 
Future groundwater development was included as a part of the new 
allocations to the states. The Amended Bear River Compact fully allocates 

-
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the waters of the Bear River Basin among the states of Idaho, Utah, and 
Wyoming. 

Credits 
Norman Stauffer, 1989. Bear River Compact. Utah Division of Water Resources. 
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Colorado River Compact 

The law of the river on the Colorado began with the move for the 
construction of Boulder (now Hoover) Dam, initiated by the lower basin 
states to regulate the flow of the river, control salt, generate power, and 
remove the hazard of disastrous floods. The call for a dam with large storage 
capacity on the lower Colorado created apprehension among the upper basin 
states (Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming) that its construction 
would permit rapid expansion of water use in the lower basin and form the 
basis for claims of appropriated rights that would preclude availability of 
water for the more slowly developing needs of the upper basin. 

In large part due to this apprehension, the Colorado River Compact was 
drafted and signed by commissioners of the seven basin states in 1922. It 
was promptly ratified by the legislatures of all signatory states except 
Arizona. The compact provided for a division of part of the Colorado River 
water between upper basin and lower basin states, but did not allocate water 
to individual states; further, it established a preference for agricultural and 
domestic uses over use for power generation. 

The compact has been the subject of wide disagreement and debate. The key 
provisions concerning apportionment between the upper and lower basin 
states are found in Article ill, which reads: 

(a) There is hereby apportioned from the Colorado River System in 
perpetuity to the Upper Basin and to the Lower Basin, respectively, the 
exclusive beneficial consumptive use of7,500,000 acre-feet of water per 
annum, which shall include all water necessary for the supply of any rights 
which may now exist. 

(b) In addition to the apportionment in paragraph (a), the Lower Basin is 
hereby given the right to increase its beneficial consumptive use of such 
waters by 1,000,000 acre-feet per annum. 

(c) If, as a matter of international comity, the United States of America shall 
hereafter recognize in Mexico any right to the use of any waters of the 

-

-
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Colorado River System, such water shall be supplied first from the water 
which are surplus over and above the aggregate of the quantities specified in 
paragraphs (a) and (b); and if such surplus shall prove insufficient for this 
purpose, then, and whenever necessary the states of the Upper Basin shall 
deliver at Lee's Ferry water to supply one-half of the deficiency so 
recognized in addition to that provided in paragraph (d). 

(d) The states of the Upper Basin will not cause the flow or the river at Lee 
Ferry to be depleted below an aggregate of75,000,000 acre-feet for any 
period of ten consecutive years reckoned in continuing progressive series 
beginning with the first day of October next succeeding the ratification of 
this compact. 

(e) The states of the Upper Basin shall not withhold water, and the states of 
the Lower Basin shall not require the delivery of water, which cannot 
reasonably be applied to domestic and agricultural uses. 

Boulder Canyon Project Act 

Not until December 1928, six years after the negotiation of the compact, did 
Congress adopt the Boulder Canyon Project Act authorizing construction of 
Hoover Dam and Power Plant and of the All-American Canal to Imperial 
and Coachella Valleys. In view of Arizona's reluctance to ratify the compact, 
Congress fmally waived that requirement, provided California would adopt 
legislation, which it did, setting a limit on its use of Colorado River water 
(California Limitation Act). President Herbert Hoover on June 25, 1929, 
declared the Boulder Canyon Project Act and the Colorado River Compact 
in effect. (Arizona ratified the compact in 1944.) 

The Project Act required that as a prerequisite to the start of the 
construction, the Secretary of the Interior, who was to build and operate the 
project, execute power and water contracts guaranteeing repayment of costs 
and forbade any one to use the stored water except by such contract, even 
though he held valid rights and was already using water. Section 4(a) 
authorized a compact to divide the Lower Basin's share of the Colorado 
River Compact apportionment of water use among Arizona, California, and 
Nevada, but the states have never been able to accomplish this. 
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Mexican Treaty 

For its last 7 5 miles, the Colorado River flows through Mexico, and a 
considerable area of land in Mexico is irrigated from this source. In 1945, 
partly as a result of defense considerations, a treaty was concluded with the 
Republic of Mexico relating to the waters of the Colorado, Tijuana, and Rio 
Grande Rivers. 

Under this treaty, Mexico was guaranteed 1,500,000 acre-feet annually from 
the waters of the Colorado River. This quantity might be increased to 
1, 700,000 acre-feet in years of surplus, or might be reduced in the event of 
extraordinary drought. 

There was no mention of water quality in the 1945 treaty. A subsequent 
agreement between the United States and Mexico (Minute 242, International 
Boundary and Water Commission, September 4, 1973) contained a 
provision that the waters delivered to Mexico should have an average annual 
salinity of no more than 115 ( + or -), 30 ppm more than the salinity of water 
that arrives at Imperial Dam. 

Credits 
Barry Saunders, 1989. Colorado River Compact. Utah Division of Water Resources. 
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Upper Colorado River Basin Compact 

This compact, which was ratified in 1948, apportioned the allowable Upper 
Basin depletions between the states as follows: 

Colorado ......... 51.75% 
New Mexico ..... 11.25% 
Utah ................ 23.00% 
Wyoming ........ 14.00% 
Arizona ........... 50,000 acre-feet (deducted prior 

to calculating other state shares) 

The compact further apportioned waters of the Little Snake River (Colorado 
and Wyoming); Henry's Fork and tributary and Sheep Creek (Utah and 
Wyoming); Yampa River (Colorado and Utah); and San Juan River 
(Colorado and New Mexico). 

The compact established the Upper Colorado River Commission and 
detailed the duties of this organization. 

Arizona Versus California 

In 1952, Arizona initiated suit in the Supreme Court against California for 
confirmation of title to water from the Colorado River. On June 3, 1963, the 
Supreme Court handed down a decision to wit: 

( 1) Arizona's uses of the water of the tributaries within the state (principally 
the Gila River) would not diminish her entitlement to 2.8 million acre-feet 
from the mainstream Colorado River. 

(2) Apportioned the water as follows: 

(a) California- 4.4 million acre-feet consumptive use plus one-half of any 
surplus over 7.5 million acre-feet in the main stream. 

(b) Arizona- 2.8 million acre-feet, plus one-half of surplus. 
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(c) Nevada - 3 00,000 acre-feet. 

(3) Gave the Secretary of Interior the power to allocate shortages among the 
states and within the states. 

( 4) Confirmed and developed the rule that Indian and other reserved lands 
are entitled to the amount of water necessary to accomplish the purposes for 
which they are created. Priority date coincides with date of withdrawal of the 
land from entry. 

Colorado River Storage Project Act (1956) 

( 1) Authorized construction of Glen Canyon, Curecanti, Flaming Gorge, and 
Navajo dams and associated works. The purposes of these structures were 
to: 

(a) Create revenues from generation of power. 

(b) Store water so that obligation to Lower Basin can be met. 

(2) Authorized construction of 12 participating projects, including Emery 
County and Central Utah. 

(3) Authorized investigation of 24 projects, including Gooseberry and 
Dolores. 

(4) Created the Upper Colorado River Basin Fund, which would receive all 
revenues from the Storage Project, the revenues are to be apportioned to: 

Colorado ......... 46% 
New Mexico ..... 17% 
Utah ............... 21.6% 
Arizona ........... 15.5% 

Colorado River Basin Project Act (P.L. 90-537)- 1968 

(1) Authorized the Central Arizona Project. 

(2) Initiated the Western U.S. Water Plan (Westwide Study). (Importation 
from other basins could not be studied for 10 years.) 
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(3) Made satisfaction of the Mexican Treaty a national obligation, which 
would have first priority in any water augmentation on the project. 

( 4) Created the Lower Colorado River Basin Development Fund. 

(5) Authorized construction of the following participating projects: 

Animas- La Plata (Colorado and New Mexico) 
Dolores (Colorado) 
Dallas Creek (Colorado) 
West Divide (Colorado) 
San Miguel (Colorado) 
Uintah Unit, CUP (Utah) 

(6) Authorized the Ute Indian Unit, CUP, for feasibility study. 

(7) Instructed the Secretary of the Interior to propose criteria for 
coordinating long-range operation of Colorado River reservoirs. 

Operating Criteria 

The criteria for coordinated long-range operation of Colorado River 
reservoirs were adopted June 4, 1970, pursuant to provisions of the 
Colorado River Basin Project Act. These criteria are: 

• Required publication of an annual report on past and projected reservoir 
operations. 

• Specified procedures for determination of permissible conservation storage 
in Upper Basin reservoirs. 

• Specified a minimum annual release of 8.23 million acre-feet from Glen 
CanyonDam. 

• Required equalization of storage under certain conditions in Lake Powell 
and Lake Mead. 

• Defmed purpose for which water could be released from Lake Mead. 

• Related priorities of Lower Basin consumptive uses to water-supply 
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conditions. 

Colorado River Salinity 

In 1975, salinity standards were set at three locations on the mainstream 
Colorado River: 

Below Hoover Dam ....... 723 mglliter 
Below Parker Dam ........ 7 4 7 mglliter 
At Imperial Dam ........... 879 mglliter 

Concurrently, the seven Colorado River Basin states (Arizona, California, 
Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming) have adopted a 
policy of commitment to meeting these standards and also allowing full 
development of compact allocations. 

Credits 
Barry Saunders, 1989. Colorado River Compact. Utah Division ofWater Resources. 
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Colorado River Flow at Lees Ferry, Arizona 

Colorado River Flow at Lee Ferry, Arizona 
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The graph above shows the flow of the Colorado River system above Lees 
Ferry, Arizona--the compact division point between the Upper and Lower 
Colorado River Basins. The light-colored vertical bar represents the 
estimated virgin flow of the river, i.e., the flow of the river (in millions of 
acre-feet) past Lees Ferry for a given year had it not been depleted by the 
activities of man. The dark-colored vertical bars represent the estimated or 
measured historic flow at Lees Ferry. The difference between the two in any 
given year represents the stream depletion, or the amount of water estimated 
to have been removed by man from the virgin supply upstream from Lees 
Ferry. 

It is worth noting that in 1977 and again in 1981 the historic flow at Lees 
Ferry exceeded the virgin flow. This was because outflow from Lake Powell 
was greater than the inflow from the river. Beginning in 1962, part of this 
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depletion at Lees Ferry was caused by the diversion and retention of water in 
storage units of the Colorado River Storage Project. 

The straight horizontal line (at approximately 15 million acre-feet) shows the 
long-term average virgin flow from 1896 through 1989. Because the 
Colorado River Compact is administered on the basis of running averages 
covering periods of ten years, the other horizontal lines represent the 
progressive ten-year average historic and virgin flows. 

Several important hydrologic facts can be gleaned from this figure. Among 
these are: 

(1) A majority of the high flows occurred prior to 1929. 

(2) Since the 1924-1933 decade, the progressive ten-year average virgin 
flow has not exceeded the average virgin flow except during 1941-1950 and 
the exceptionally wet 1975-1984 through 1980-1989 decades. 

(3) For the 1896-1921 period, which is prior to the Colorado River Compact 
of 1922, the average virgin flow was estimated to be 16.8 million acre-feet 
per year, which is considerably greater than for any other period selected, 
including the long-term average. A stream gaging station at Lees Ferry, 
Arizona, was not installed until 1921. Thus, the virgin flow at Lees Ferry 
prior to the 1922 Compact is . estimated based upon records obtained at other 
stations, e.g., the stream gage on the Colorado River at Yuma, Arizona. 

( 4) For the 1896-1989 period, the estimated average annual virgin flow is 15 
million acre-feet, and the average annual historic flow is 124.4 million 
acre-feet. 

(5) The 15 million acre-feet estimated flow for the 1906-1967 period was 
used as the basis for justification of a water supply for the Central Arizona 
Project authorized in 1968. 

(6) The average annual virgin flow for the 1914-1945 period is 15.6 million 
acre-feet, and this was the period of record used by the negotiators of the 
Upper Colorado River Basin Compact of 1948. 

(7) Since the signing of the Colorado River Compact, the average annual 
virgin flow has been 14.3 million acre-feet, and the average annual historic 
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flow has been 11.2 million acre-feet. These records are based upon actual 
measurements of flows at Lees Ferry. 

(8) Since the completion of Glen Canyon Dam in 1963, the estimated virgin 
flow for the subsequent 26 years is 14.9 million acre-feet, while the 
estimated historic flow for the same period is 9. 9 million acre-feet. 

Credits 
Forty-First Annual Report of the Upper Colorado River Commission, 1989. 
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